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It's important to use your head'
Murray
Postmaster
offers tips
amid scares
of anthrax
By KRISTY HOPPER
Staff Writer
"I'm not going to worry when I
_ go home or am at the post office
that this mail will kill me," Murray
Post Office Postmaster Mark
Kennedy said during a seminar
which he presented to local
employees
employers
and
Wednesday.
On Oct. 24, workers at the
Murray Post Office discovered an
envelope that was leaking a white
powdery substance. After learning
the powdery substance was a joke,
which backfired on two Murray
State University students, he said
he and his employees are saddened
the girls have been affected by a
prank, but that someone needs to be
made an example and held
accountable for their actions.
The hoax, which turned out to
be confectioner's sugar, gave
Kennedy the desire to educate others in the area of what to do in case
a similar incident occurred elsewhere in the area.
During the seminar, Kennedy
explained what anthrax is, how an
infection can occur, how to identify
suspicious packages and letters.
how to respontho suspicious items,
how to pre-plan for hazardous
exposure and what to do if an exposure occurs.
According to information provided by Kennedy, anthrax is an
acute disease caused by a sporeforming bacterium called Bacillus
Anthracus and most commonly
occurs in hoofed mammals but can
also infect humans.
Kennedy was quick to point out
that anthrax is not spread from person to person. He said anthrax
infection in humans can occur in
one of three ways — through
breaks or cuts in the skin, ingestion
or inhalation of spores.
In cutaneous infections, bacterium enters a cut or abrasion on the
skin which can result in a painless

KRISTY HOPPER Ledger & Times photo

WHO WAS THAT MASKED MAN? ... Murray Postmaster Mark Kennedy tries on a mask during
a seminar Wednesday regarding today's anthrax scares via mail.
ulcer with a black center. The consumption form comes from the
consumption of contaminated meat
or eating without thoroughly washing hands after a skin exposure to
anthrax.
Initial symptoms of inhaled
sports resemble the common cold,
although, Kennedy said the symptoms generally do not include a

CITY OF MURRAY
A- LEAF PICKUP

running nose and a person must
inhale at least 6,000-7,000 spores
before they will become affected
with the inhaled form of anthrax.
During Wednesday's seminar,
Kennedy suggested steps that
should be taken prior to the occurrence of a hazardous exposure.
Some of these steps include developing a contingency plan, stocking

an adequate supply of rubber
gloves, face masks, pre-mixed
bleach solutions, sealable bags and
trash bag, in addition to posting
emergency phone numbers, arranging for an off-site gathering place
and developing an Initial Response
Team and providing training to
members of the team.

•See Page 2
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Bush plans
to reassure
nation tonight
WASHINGTON
(AP)
— you're on the
President Bush 'marks the two- front line, and if
month anniversary of the terrorist you're a Taliban
attacks by reassuring Americans the soldier, you're
government is doing all it can to likely to get
thwart new ones.
injured, because
As he speaks tonight (Thursday) we're relentless
in Atlanta, however,-investigators in our pursuit of
remain baffled by four anthrax the mission."
deaths and Osama bin Laden
The Taliban
remains elusive in Afghanistan.
are the sternly
Bush
Eager to deliver the message out- Islamic militia
side Washington. Bush was flying to that rules most of Afghanistan and is
Atlanta for a tour of the Centers for providing a haven for bin Laden and
Disease Control and Prevention. A his al-Qaida terror network.
government agency, the CDC has
Bush conceded the government.
drawn widespread praise for does not know who sent at leastaround-the-clock probing of the three anthrax-tainted letters that
anthrax attacks but sharp criticism have killed four Americans and
for moving too slowly when the sickened 13 by CDC's count.
bacteria was identified in post
"But we do know this — that
offices.
we've responded rapidly; that our
Before his afternoon departure health officials are performing realfor Atlanta, Bush was meeting at the ly fine work," Bush said. "I believe
White House with the president of they have saved a lot of lives."
Brazil and the prime minister of
Bush has carefully chosen the
venues of major appearances since
Ireland.
Bush said his address before the Sept. 11 attacks, blamed on bin
5,000 people at the World Congress Laden.
He addressed a joint session of
Center will remind Americans "that
we're truly a great nation, that we Congress on Sept. 20 and held the
responded in ways that the enemy first nighttime news conference of
his presidency Oct. 11 at the White
could never have imagined."
"And I'm so proud of the House.
This time, Bush -thought it was
patience and steadfast nature of our
people," he said between meetings important to leave Washington, to
Wednesday with Prime Minister go out into the country to give this
type of speech to the American peoTony Blair of Britain.
-This is a struggle that's going to ple," White House spokesman An
take awhile. ... It's not one of these Fleischer said.
Aides promoted Bush's 25Kodak moments," Bush said.
-There is no moment to this; this is minute address as an update on the
a long struggle and a different kind military campaign in Afghanistan
but with a heavier emphasis on the
of war."
Patience and progress are the battle against domestic terrorism
dual messages Bush is trying to con- and on how average Americans are
vey, as the war against bin Laden, dealing with it. Homeland security
the fugitive Saudi-born multimil- chief Tom Ridge was with the preslionaire, and his supporters enters ident.
Bush was making the first visit
its second month.
"We know that slowly but surely by a sitting president to CDC headthe Taliban is crumbling," Bush quarters, a complex that Sen. Max
said."Its defenses are crumbling. Its Cleland, D-Ga., describes as "a
folks are defecting. We know that if shambles."

Bombing's human toll revealed

DAVE MARTIN AP Photo

READY TO FLY ... A U.S. Navy flight director signals to the pilot preparing to launch
an F/A-18C Hornet from the deck of the USS Theodore Roosevelt today in the Arabian
Sea. The pilot is with the VMFA-251 Thunderbolt Squadron normally stationed near
Charleston. S.C.
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"You'll see two vehicles, one pull up mosques, hospitals
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
airstrikes in Afghanistan have killed next to another. You'll see an individual and other civilian
scores of Taliban and al-Qaida fighters, walk between the two vehicles just sites to try to draw
although precise numbers are impossible before a guided munition destroys both U.S. bombs to kill
vehicles," said Pace, vice chairman ofthe civilians.
to confirm, the Pentagon says.
"These
people
The terrorist network and its Taliban Joint Chiefs of Staff.
On the other side, Pace said, some couldn't care less
allies still have between 40,000 and
50,000 troops in Afghanistan, Defense anti-Taliban fighters are so dedicated about international
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld said they have charged on horseback against law," Rumsfeld said
PBS' "The
Taliban tanks. American special forces on
Wednesday in a television interview.
Rumsfeld
Twice a day. he said, reports cross his troops are helping some of the rebel NewsHour with Jim
desk detailing Taliban battlefield dead, groups with supplies, ammunition and Leherer." "They killed 5,000 people in
the United States without batting an eye,
tactical advice.
from a half-dozen to 20 at a time.
-These folks are aggressive. They're and if they had weapons of mass destrucFor the first time in the monthlong
bombing campaign, Pentagon officials taking the war to their enemy and ours," tion, they'd have killed hundreds of thousands."
released a video Wednesday that depict- Pace said.
In other developments, a search conSo far, the al-Qaida casualties have
ed a human victim of the bombing. The
Osama
tinued
early Thursday for a sailor who
network's
leader,
included
the
not
fuzzy images from a plane's gun camera
fell overboard from the-USS Kitty Hawk
_
showed a figure emerge from a- vehicle bitiLaden, Rumsfeld sad
"We'll find him," Rumsfeld said."On aircraft. carrier in the Arabian Sea about
shortly before being obliterated by an
the other hand, he could show up today, 24 hours earlier.
American bomb.
Also, Pace said, U.S. special forces
In introducing the video clip showing dead, and I'd be delighted. But al-Qaida
working,with opposition forces in norththe destructive power of the U.S. would still exist."
Rumsfeld claimed Taliban forces are ern Afghanistan are reporting progress
weapon, Marine Corps Gen. Peter Pace
said it offered a "rather unique" view of violating international law by putting against the Taliban near the crucial north;
troops and military equipment in schools. em city of Mazar-e-Sharif.
the bombing campaign.
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Little progress made in Commonwealth
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A report on economic
development activity and prospects across the country
shows little progress or prospect for Kentucky in 200).
Economic Development Cabinet officials dismissed
the Corporation for Enterprise Development report, saying it measures too many factors that are not associated
with develepinent anti is- nat.:considered by 'companies
making decisions.
While pay is increasing in Kentucky, there is a wide
disparity in income and only modest growth in income,
the report said in awarding Kentucky a D in its performance index.
In Business Vitality, Kentucky earned a C, thanks to
robust growth in new businesses and relatively few layoffs.

entrance to the school campus has been closed, which has created traffic problems on College Farm Road. Officials are informing students,
parents and commuters along that road that heavy traffic times are 158 a m and 2'45-3'30 p.m.
• The investment gala for Vanaheim Studios and its new movie,
-Daydreams Are Forever," has been postponed due to conflicting events.
A new date will be announced later.

Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
week.
3 months
$20.25

• For free transportation to the hospital for veterans, call Robert R gers
(753-0237) The service is provided by the state chapter of the Di bled
intAmerican Veterans (DAV). Please schedule ride a week prior to a
ment

1 year
$78.00

6 months
$40.50

TownCrier

The state earned a D in development capacity, which
measures such things as educational attainment, The following are events that are of anterest to our readers:
NOTICES
research and even housing and energy costs.
annual Purchase Area Tobacco Grading and Stripping Meeting will
•
The
lot
of
credence
because
"We haven't given it a whole
be held tonight (Thursday), beginning at 6:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky
it's so broad," said Gene Fuqua, deputy secretary of the Expo Center. Speakers include Ky. Commissioner of Agriculture Billy
Economic Development Cabinet.'The vast majority of Ray Smith, UK Tobacco Specialist Dr. Robert Miller, and Will Ed Clark,
them are not under the control of this cabinet."
Western Kentucky Tobacco Growers Association Manager. There will be
But while the cabinet can offer such things as incen- a catered meal and door prizes, sponsored by U.S. Tobacco
Manufacturing Limited Partnership.
tives and tax breaks, companies also look at crime rates
and road quality, which are among the 70 separate fac• Traffic on U.S Highway 62 across TVA's Kentucky Dam will be
tors considered by the report.
to one lane from 1130 a.m.-3 p.m. from Nov. 13-16 while
Nevertheless, Fuqua said the report by the restricted inspections
on the bridge. In the event of incliment weather,
crews do
Corporation for Enterprise Development, and similar the work will be rescheduled.
cluiiiv.i by other nonprofit groups, apparently don't
mean much to companies searching for a home.
• Due to renovation work at Calloway County High School, the east

Mailed in Calloway Co , Benton.
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and
Farmington , Ky. - $85.00 _
By mail to rest of KY/TN - $110.00
other mail subscriptions - $130.00.
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Private aircraft haVe been allowed to resume
flights in and out of Barkley Regional Airport on Tuesday night upon expiration of a Federal Aviation Administration restriction on flying within 10 miles
of nuclear power plants.
The restriction was imposed Oct. 30 in the wake of threats of another terrorist attack on the United States. Government officials cited intelligence
reports that one target might be a nuclear facility, and feared that a private
plane might be used to crash into a plant.
The restrictions covered 87 nuclear sites, including the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant, which enriches uranium for use as a nuclear fuel.
The gaseous diffusion plant is less than five miles from Barkley.

'MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
4:30-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 308-700)
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association. The Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times.
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In celebration of literacy month, Murray Mayor Freed Curd
READING IS FUN-DAMENTAL
reads "Mouse Mess" by Lienna Riley to Murray Preschool Head Start students at Murray
State University earlier this week.
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topic as veterans
The Ledger & Times gather in Branson
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BRANSON, Mo. (AP) -Rekindled patriotism brought on by
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks has bolstered a celebration this week in
Branson to honor the nation's veterans.
An estimated 150,000 veterans
and their families were expected to
attend the annual celebration in this
resort town, which courts veterans
and active-duty military personnel
year-round. Organizers expected
renewed—patriotism arid- the war in
Afghanistan to increase turnout by
about 25,000 people.
Branson Mayor Lou Schaefer's
voice cracked with emotion as he
talked about the thousands of lives
lost at the World Trade Center. They,
too, are veterans of war, he said.
"With the events that have happened since Sept. 11, we recognize
that freedom is not free," said
Schaefer, a Marine from 1945 to
1947.
The celebration was to include
reunions, memorials and musical
tributes.

Tony Boyd

Murray

FREE INVESTMENT WORKSHOP
IMPORTANT NEWS FOR
EMPLOYEES OF MATTEL
"MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR
RETIREMENT PLAN DISTRIBUTIONS"

TACO JOHN'S
CHINNI PLATTER

S399

Several hundred people, including many in uniform,filled the Mark
Twain Playhouse on Monday to kick
off the celebration. All of the events
lead up to Sunday's annual Veterans
Day Parade, said to be one of the
country's largest.
This week, talk generally turned
to current events in Afghanistan.
President Bush has been praised by
veterans for launching airstrikes
against Afghanistan after the ruling
Taliban refused to hand over Osama
bin Laden for his alleged role in the
terrorist attacks.
One veteran said he would like to
see more ground troops deployed.
"I just don't want it to be another
Vietnam or Desert Storm," he said.
"If they're going to do the job, let's
just do it and get it done."

From Front
In order to avoid exposure, he
mentioned some characteristics that
can be used in identifying suspicious packages and letters such as
excessive postage, misspelling of
common words, oily stains, discoloration or odor, no return address or
excessive weight.

Includes rice & beans

You deserve the
protection of Platinum.

You now face a critical dilemma regarding your retirement
plan money. The choices.beforeyou can be confusing, yet- they maybe among the most important financial decisions
you will ever make. We invite you to be our guest at a free
informational workshop explaining your options.
• How to'avoid the 20% mandatory withholding and keep
more of your retirement plan money working for you
• The implications of a lump sum payment versus a
yearly pension
• How to invest your distribution or pension to fight
inflation.
• Tax-saving strategies
• Solutions for using your distribution to create
financial security for you and your heirs

•

We want you to have the finest homeowner's
protection possible. That's why Shelter created-the
Platinum Shield° Policy with its Guaranteed
Replacement Cost Coverage. Don't worry about rising
building costs. You can relax, knowing your home is
insured for tomorrow, not just today, when you work
with your agent to make sure you have the right
amount of coverage. We chink you deserve it.

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY t TN

AG. Edwards and this workshop are not endorsed by or affiliated with Mattel

Trusted Advice • Exceptional Service

888/802/8084
www agedwards corn

AGEdwards
VESTNIENIS SINCE 1887

p,Aembor SiPC • 2000 AG Edwards S Sons Inc

Gen. Richard A. Cody, commanding general of the 101st Airborne Division
and Fort Campbell are expected to join Patton for the ground breaking cer-

emony Saturday for the Kentucky Veterans Cemetery West.
Tim Meives, a Clarksville, Tenn., man who retired from the Army at Fort
Campbell last June, will manage the 73-acre cemetery site, which will have
space for 26,000 to 27,000 graves. Construction is expected to be completed by late spring of 2003.
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — By next summer Owensboro will have a
street named in honor of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
By a 3-2 vote Tuesday, the city commission approved an amended ordinance naming the J.R. Miller Boulevard extension the Martin Luther King Jr.
Loop. Also, any future extension of the road west and north of Frederica
Street back to Southtown will carry King's name:

Should a suspicious item be
"It's important to use your head,"
received through the mail, Kennedy
Kennedy said.
Although the substance at the said exposed individuals and any
Murray Post Office turned out to be potential contaminated areas should
a hoax, Kennedy said he believes he be isolated and the suspicious mailmade the right decision in closing piece should not be handled more
the office soon after the suspicious than necessary.
All potentially exposed employletter was discovered.
"Sure, this is Murray. We don't ees should thoroughly wash using
expect anything to happen, but soap and hot water as soon as possiwe've had kids burned, rapes and ble, call 911 and the Office of
vampires.., things happen in Emergency Management, and no
one should be permitted into the
Murray," he said.
When the post office re-opened area without personal protective
the following day, Kennedy said he equipment such as gloves and a face
arrived to 31 messages waiting for mask.
Kennedy said he is hoping that
him on his answering machine.
Suspecting the messages might be educating the public, the number of
complaints about the closing of the calls made to 911 and the Office of
post office, he said, "Twenty-eight Emergency Management will
of the 31 said 'God bless you. I hope decrease as people begin learning
everyone's okay,' or along those what is suspicious and what is not.
lines."

Urgent news for people who took

Although this workshop is free, space is limited. Call today
to ensure your place at this valuable informational workshop.

2684 Olivet Church Rood
Padurnh Kentucky

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Paul Patton plans to deliver the
keynote address when officials gather in Hopkinsville this weekend to dedicate Kentucky's first veterans cemetery.
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning, R-Ky., U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky., and Maj.

• Postmaster ...

Nov.8 — 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.& 5:45-7 p.m.
Dutch Essenhaus, St. Rte. 121 N.
Meal Provided

Special features of the workshop include:

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant neighbors are
searching for answers about the safety of converting about 14 billion pounds
of hazardous depleted uranium hexafluoride into another form for recycling
or disposal.
Neighbors met Tuesday with the Military Toxics Project, a Lewiston,
Maine-based, nonprofit network of community groups that speaks out about
the adverse impacts of military pollution. The plant, which enriches uranium
for nuclear fuel, made and dismantled nuclear weapons parts during the
Cold War.
The Department of Energy intends to hire a firm or firms to convert the
UF6, a waste byproduct of enrichment, into a safer material that might be
used commercially. A consortium involving USEC Inc., the plant operator, is
among three finalists for the work. The winning bidder was expected to be
named by the end of October, but the process has been delayed for unspecified reasons thought to be related to terrorism.
DOE's preferred option of converting the material into uranium dioxide is
expected to cost $1.2 billion to $1.5 billion, create several hundred construction jobs and employ at least 100 people long-term at both Paducah
and Piketon, Ohio, where conversion facilities would be built. Federal law
requires construction to start by Jan. 31, 2004.

wyoy sheltennsuronce corn

Well always be there for you

Fen-Phen or Redux
Doctors are concerned that these drugs have damaged your
heart or caused Pulmonary Hypertension. Many injured
people have no symptoms, while others have shortness of
breath, chest pains, fatigue, or other symptoms.
Doctors are urging you to have an echocardiogram to determinc
what care you may need. Call us today to find out more about
this test and be informed about your legal rights.
Your legal rights have time deadlines, so please call us today
(open 7 days/week) toll free from anywhere in the U.S. at
1-800-THE-EAGLE for a free consultation. We practice
law only in Arizona, but associate with lawyers throughout the
U.S. to help people across the country.
GOLDBERG & OSBORNE
The Injury Lawyers.
1 -800-THE- EAGLE.
(1-800- 84 3-324 5)
vorww.1800theeagle.com
Offices in Phosnis & Tucson
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Patriotism rules at award 5
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — It
was a red, white and bluegrass night
at the Country Music Association
Awards, with the soundtrack to "0
Brother, Where Art Thou?" winning
two awards during a show steeped in
patriotism.
Tim McGraw won the top award
of best entertainer on Wednesday at
the Grand Ole Opry House. Toby
Keith got best male vocalist and Lee
Ann Womack won best female
vocalist. All were first-time winners
in their categories.
But this year the CMA Awards
weren't really focused on who got
the awards. From opening number
"Only in America" by Brooks &
Dunn to the singalong closer
"America the Beautiful," the show
was about responding to the Sept. Ii
terrorist attacks.
Host Vince Gill said America
needed "all the red, white and blue
we can get these days."
Toby Keith
"In times like these, we need
music more," Gill said. "It's always ditional American music far afield
such a huge part of our American from the slicker sounds that domiheritage. Throughout history, music nate country music today. It
has always lifted our spirits in times received little radio airplay.
of struggle."
The album had the benefit of a hit
Two highlights came from acts movie starring George Clooney to
who didn't win anything, but sang promote it, and audiences responded
new songs addressing the aftermath far
expectations
beyond
in
of Sept. 11.
Nashville. It has sold more than 2
The Dixie Chicks did the ballad million. - - - "Travelin' Soldier." Alan Jackson
"I should thank George Clooney,
premiered a song he wrote after the for one," said Dan Tyminski, a
attacks. It was titled, "Where Were member of Alison Krauss and Union
You (When the World Stopped Station who did the singing for
Turning)."
Clooney in the movie.
"Did you go to the church and
Brooks & Dunn took home their
hold hands with some strangers, or ninth award for best duo, and
stand in line and give your own Lonestar was named best group.
blood," Jackson sang about the
"We are so proud to be part of
!aftermath of the attacks. "Faith, country music," said Dean Sams of
hope and love are some good things Lonestar. "Thanks for letting us be a
(God) gave us, and the greatest is part of what's healing this country
love."
right now."
In any other year, the success of
Performances included Garth
the "0 Brother" soundtrack, which Brooks teaming up with George
won best album and single for "I Am Jones for their rollicking hit single
a Man of Constant Sorrow," would "Beer Run." Willie Nelson and pop
have been the talk of the show.
star Sheryl Crow sang a reggaeThe album features bluegrass, tinged number, "I'll Be There for
blues, mountain music and other tra- You."

Winners at the
Music Associ:
Entertainer: Tii
Female vocalit
Womack
Male vocalist:
Single: 1Am a
Sorrow" by The Sc
featuring Dan Tym
Bone Burnett
Album:"0 Broi
Thou?"
Horizon award
Vocal group: L
Vocal duo: Bro
Music video: "I
Sara Evans, direct
Song of the ye
Music Row" by La
Larry Shell
Vocal event of
Country" by Brad I
Jones, Bill Ander&
Owens
Musician: Dan
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK ... Austin Dodd (center), a 6th
Grade student at Calloway County Middle School, was
named Student of the Week by Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors and WNBS 1340 AM. Dodd, the son of Ernie and
Debra Dodd of Hazel, Ky., enjoys science, go-cart driving,
basketball and soccer. Pictured with Dodd is Ms. Provine,
who teaches science at CCMS, and Clayton Burgess, a representative of Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
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Patriotism rules at award show
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — It
was a red, white and bluegrass night
at the Country Music Association
Awards, with the soundtrack to "0
Brother, Where Art Thou?" winning
two awards during a show steeped in
patriotism.
Tim McGraw won the top award
of best entertainer on Wednesday at
the Grand Ole Opry House. Toby
Keith got best male vocalist and Lee
Ann Womack won best female
vocalist. All were first-time winners
in their categories.
But this year the CMA Awards
weren't really focused on who got
the awards. From opening number
"Only in America" by Brooks &
Dunn to the singalong closer
"America the Beautiful," the show
was about responding to the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks.
Host Vince Gill said America
needed "all the red, white and blue
we can get these days."
Toby Keith
"In times like these, we need
music more," Gill said. "It's always ditional American music far afield
such a huge part of our American from the slicker sounds that domiheritage. Throughout history, music nate country music today. It
has always lifted our spirits in times received little radio airplay.
of struggle."
The album had the benefit of a hit
Two highlights came from acts movie starring George Clooney to
who didn't win anything, but sang promote it, and audiences responded
new songs addressing the aftermath far
beyond
expectations
in
of Sept. 11.
Nashville. It has sold more than 2
__
The Dixie Chicks did the ballad million.
"Travelin' Soldier." Alan Jackson
"I should thank George Clooney,
premiered a song he wrote after the for one," said Dan Tyminski, a
attacks. It was titled, "Where Were member of Alison Krauss and Union
You (When the World Stopped Station who did the singing for
Turning)."
Clooney in the movie.
"Did you go to the church and
Brooks & Dunn took home their
hold handS with some strangers, or ninth award for best duo, and
stand in line and give your own Lonestar was named best group.
blood," Jackson sang about the
"We are so proud to be part of
!aftermath of the attacks. "Faith, country music," said Dean Sams of
hope and love are some good things Lonestar. "Thanks for letting us be a
(God) gave us, and the greatest is pan of what's healing this country
love."
right now."
In any other year, the success of
Performances included Garth
the "0 Brother" soundtrack, which Brooks teaming up with George
won best album and single for "I Am Jones for their rollicking hit single
a Man of Constant Sorrow," would "Beer Run." Willie Nelson and pop
have been the talk of the show.
star Sheryl Crow sang a reggaeThe album features bluegrass, tinged number, "I'll Be There for
blues, mountain music and other tra- You."

Winners at the 2001 Country
Music Association Awards
Entertainer: Tim McGraw
Female vocalist: Lee Ann
Womack
Male vocalist: Toby Keith
Single: "I Am a Man of Constapt
Sorrow" by The Soggy Bottom Boys
featuring Dan Tyminski, producer T
Bone Burnett
Album:"0 Brother, Where Art
Thou?"
Horizon award: keith urban
Vocal group: Lonestar
Vocal duo: Brooks & Dunn
Music video: "Born to Fly" by
Sara Evans, director Peter Zavadil
Song of the year: "Murder on
Music Row" by Larry Cordle and
Larry Shell
Vocal event of the year: "Too
Country" by Brad Paisley, George
Jones, Bill Anderson and Buck
Owens
Musician: Dann Huff
Backstage,
security
Was
increased over previous years.
Rehearsals were taped with an eye
to broadcasting some of them if the
live event were somehow forced off
the air.
About 6,000 CMA members
nominate and select the winners.

Photo provided

CONCERT TO BENEFIT MHS CHEERLEADERS ... O.B.K. will perform a benefit concert for
the Murray High School cheerleaders Saturday, Nov. 10, at 7 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium in
Murray. 0.6.K.,(Our Brothers Keeper) the group that had the Columbia Records hit "You've
Been A Long Time Coming" and "Louie, Louie" on.King Records in the 70s, will be playing
a mixture of rhythm and blues and hip contemporary music. Tickets are just $10 for adults
and $8 for students, and are available at Sunset Blvd., Main Street Music, from any cheerleader, or pay at the door. Special guest will be J.W.'s House Band.

PeopleltfibeNews
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. Paul Patton announced the appointment of
Tiffany Wheeler and Melanie Crowe to serve on committees and counsils last month.
Wheeler, representing Murray State University professors with a speciality or background in reading and literacy, replaces Roberta Cox
Hendricks of Richmond, Ky., on the Early Reading Incentive Grant
Steering Committee. Her term runs through July 24, 2004.
Crowe was appointed as a member o the Kentucky Developmental
Disabilities Council to replace Tommy W. Malone of Owensboro, Ky. Her
term will expire on July 16, 2004.
RICHMOND, Ky. — More than 20 law enforcement officers graduated
last week from the Kentucky Justice Cabinet's Department of Criminal
Justice Training Law Enforcement Basic Training course at Eastern kentucky University. The class included David N. Bailey, Murray State
University Public Safety.
The 23-member class underwent 16 weeks of training covering areas
of law offenses, vehicle operations, firearms and investigation.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Dr. Robert C. Hughes of Murray was one of 12
appointed to a Pharmacy Therapeutic Advisory Committee. The committee is to help bring the growing costs of prescription drugs under control
in Kentucky's Medicaid program, according to a release from the
Governor's office.

End of The Veason Vale
CLEARANCE

1/2 Price

Purchase Area Aquaculture Cooperative
Promotional SALE
Monday - Friday 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

1OF Caffish Fillets - $2.98 per pound
(Individual Quick Frozen)
Location: Processing Facility in Tr -City
(270) 382-3100
SEDALIA

LYNN VILLE

•
PARIS

LOCALLY GROWN, LOCALLY PROCESSED

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles north of Murray, KY on 641 - 4 Lane • 270-753-4566

• Trees • Container Plants • Garden Gifts
• Christmas Items

Hoffmans

Mon-Fri.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

THE IRON PLACE

by Dr. Evertt Huffard
Dean, Harding University Graduate School of
Religion, Memphis, Tenn. Dr. Huffard lived in the
Midd e East for nine years with a research specialty
../in Christian-Muslim Relations

November 7 - 8 - 9 & 10
Sale Going On Now!

Wednesday, 12 - 6 p.m.
Thursday, 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Friday, 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Join Us For This Informative Presentation

OPEN THIS WEEKEND
Friday 9-5
Saturday 9-5
2nd Full Weekend
Sunday 2-4 NOV. 9-12
Monday 9-5
Lake Hwy. 79 N., turn right at Trallinger's KBQ and
storage Mtgs. On Lakeway Circle Paris, T.N.
be lookingfor you!
We

111

Sat.
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

At-ic' "Understanding Our
Muslim Neighbors"

Photo provided

STUDENT OF THE WEEK ... Austin Dodd (center), a 6th
Grade student at Calloway County Middle School, was
named Student of the Week by Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors and WNBS 1340 AM. Dodd, the son of Ernie and
Debra Dodd of Hazel, Ky., enjoys science, go-cart driving,
basketball and soccer. Pictured with Dodd is Ms. Provine,
who teaches science at CCMS,and Clayton Burgess, a representative of Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.

6 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 11

Pay by Cash, Visa, MasterCard or Financing Available

UNIVERSITY
CHURCH OF CHRIST

90 days same as cash or 12 - 24 or 36 months
No Lay-Aways
All On Floor Pieces...What You See Is What You Get.
WE WILL DELIVER!
Look for Big Orange Stickers 10%, 40%,60% & 70%

801 N. 12th St. • Murray

e` MI
NESSEN
Vent Free Gas Logs

We Treat Everyone
Like Number 11
Making our residents tee like they're number one is a
top priority at Hickory Woods. We've carefully designed
every.detail to provide a healthy lifestyle without the
worries, So you can !feel- secure. From simple basics to
complete assisted living, our thOices are made to fit your
needs and preferences... it's not just a home, it's your
home.
•Let us do the cooking with 3 home cooked meals a day
'Make new friends, enjoy day trips and
planned activities.
'Have the reassurance of 24 hour staff/security.
•Personal Care Assistance
'Assistance with medications
•Choose from 3 floor plans with housekeeping,
laundry services and more.
'Our caring and professional staff is ready
to serve you.
•Contact Annita Peeler, Director

.„
* 44R07

fib MURRAY
Bill Green
Drive

Heat with Personali

ghe
Toteet Otttl

IMIURqA.
SUPPLY COMPANY
200-206 East Main • 753-3361

Calloway County's Exclusive Monesson Dealer

Certified by Kentucky Office of Aging Services

Ethel Jackson, staff & Ms. Jesse Barrow, resident.
Nothing else looks orfeels like home....
But, we come close.

Hickory Woods

•
•
•

Retirement Center

84 Utterback Road • Murray, KY 42071 6(270) 759-8700 • 1-888-231-5014 • Fax (270) 759-8777

•
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Cal's Thoughts
By CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist
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Domesti c.
Deputy Japanese cities, and I still think they
Defense were and are."
"Remember Pearl
Harbor"
Secretary Paul
Wolfowitz told served as a rallying cry for a previ2>e4
The
London ous generation that taught warmonTelegraph
last gers the consequences of attacking
week that Britain the United States. "Remember the
and the United World Trade Center and the
States
should Pentagon" should serve as a contemexpect a large-scale chemical and—porary rallying cry.
The Taliban fight with the
biological weapons assault on civilian targets by Osama bin Laden's weapons of terror, determined to kill
terrorist group.
every man, woman and child they
The objective, said Wolfowitz, is can. The United States should spare
to cause tens of thousands of casual- no effort in wiping out the Taliban
(j.ipro
and all terrorists who would follow
ties.
- If such-a forecast is based on - in their sandalamps, If there-iscolsound intelligence, President Bush lateral civilian damage, that's war.
America's willingness to use
should consider emulating his predGET ME we
pAess
ecessor, Harry Truman, and employ nuclear weapons during World War
pes-Jr
&UTTER
42.
FLY kiFT
eruFFA,
Twe
struck
II
preserved
the
peace
and
the use of at least tactical nuclear
weapons against the Taliban should fear into the hearts of our adverit be concluded that such a weapon saries. It's time for another demonmight produce better results than the stration of our resolve.
Perhaps'nothing short of nuclear
current bombing campaign.
If this is war, why pull any weapons will deter for another generation the enemies of freedom. Like
punches'?
There are similarities between ,the fanatical Japanese of Truman's
Japan in 1945 — the first and only day, the fanatical Taliban will not be By SALLY BUZBEE
time any nation has employed dissuaded from murdering as many Associated Press Writer
nuclear weapons in warfare — and Americans as they can.
Afghanistan now. Then, Japanese
This is not a time for diplomatic
troops frequently hid in caves and or political niceties. It is a time to
pillboxes and fought with a religious wipe them out before they wipe any
fervor inspired by their Emperor in more of us out.
whom they vested divine power.
Harry Truman was not afraid to
Now, the Taliban use caves as pro- use the power he had to save
tective cover and are inspired by America and the lives of its citizens.
As David McCullough writes,
religious zeal.
Gen. George C. Marshall "Japan had some 2.5 million regular
recounted Japanese resistance and troops on the home islands, but
the willingness of Japanese soldiers every male between the ages of 15
to fight to the death during World and 60; every female from 17 to 45,
War 11.
was being conscripted and armed
"We had one hundred thousand with everything from ancient brass
people killed in Tokyo in one night cannon to bamboo spears, taught to
of bombs, and it had seemingly no strap explosives to their bodies and
effect whatsoever," Marshall is throw themselves at advancing
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
quoted in "Truman," David tanks."
Some Taliban claims are true: The anti-Western feelings, or be undecidMcCullough's 1992 biography of
That's the kind of fanaticism the Taliban say 95 American soldiers militia did execute opposition figure ed,
Fields said.
the president.
United- States faces in Afghanistan
have
been
killed
since
the
United
Abdul
Haq
Oct.
26
after
he
was
The situation is comalicated by
-It destroyed the Japanese cities, and in countries like Iraq. If we
yes, but their morale was affected, show them that our sword is bigger States started military action inside caught trying to stir up anti-Taliban the - fact that few independent
so far as we could tell, not at all. So than theirs and, more importantly,
observers are inside Afghanistan to
it seemed quite necessary, if we that we will not shrink from using it Afghanistan. The U.S. says three sentiment in Afghanistan.
could, to shock them into action ... to defend our people and our values, soldiers have died, none in combat.
Other Taliban statements have a ascertain the truth. The Taliban occaWe had to end the war; we had to the likelihood we will have to do so
The
Taliban
say
they
have
shot
grain
of truth: The United States sionally allow Western reporters into
save American lives."
again in the near future will be
down at least two U.S. helicopters. acknowledged that a helicopter lost a the country, but restrict where they
That was Truman's main concern diminished.
— saving American lives. As
There is a psychological and The Pentagon says there have been piece of its landing gear during a
can go.
recounted in McCullough's book, political downside to deploying
three
helicopter
accidents,
two
special
operations
raid
into
southern
the president took no delight in wip- even tactical. nuclear weapons. But
U.S. officials acknowledge they
ing out entire cities and thousands of there's a bigger downside should caused by bad weather. The third Afghanistan last month, only after
don't
know precisely how many
civilians, but Japan, like the Taliban Wolfowitz's forecast come true.
was
a
hard
landing,
the
U.S.
the
Taliban
showed
the
wreckage
on
civilians have been killed in bombtoday, had started the war and would
Americans and Britons who
not give up.
would die in such a terrorist attack acknowledged, after the Taliban television, claiming a shootdown. ing raids, but insist it's much fewer
The Japanese, like the Taliban, — and their loved ones — deserve showed its landing gear on televi- The Pentagon also has acknowlthan the Taliban claim.
promised more American dead, and to know that their countries are
sion.
edged that bombs have gone astray
Truman's first obligation, like that doing all they can to defend them.
The Taliban do not tell people
of President Bush, was to protect
The Taliban claims that up to and killed some Afghan civilians.
about their own casualties, which the
America and Americans.
EDITOR'S NOTE—Direct all
Arabs and Muslims don't neces- United States believes are substan-It occurred to me," McCullough MAIL for Cal Thomas,to: Tribune 1,500 Afghan civilians have been
quotes Truman, "that a quarter of a Media Services, 435 N. Michigan killed.
sarily believe the Taliban's specific tial, said Pentagon spokesman Rear
million of the flower of our young Aye, Suite 1500, Chicago, Ill.
"Fiction," Defense Secretary claim of hundreds or more civilian
manhood were worth a couple of 60611
Adm. John Stufflebeem.
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Washington Today

ID LIES

The use of PROPAGANDA in times of war

Attention Washin ton!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARusself Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: mcconnell.senate.gov
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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Donald Rumsfeld called,it Tuesday.
Wartime enemies have always
used propaganda to try to influence
public opinion, or demoralize the
other side. Sometimes there's just
enough truth to make a claim credible. Often, there are little more than
bald lies.
On Tuesday, the Pentagon flatly
denied a report that a U.S. helicopter
crashed Sunday in southwest
Pakistan near Afghanistan's southern
border.
"When we have a helicopter that
goes down ... we tell you," Rumsfeld
said. "And these other things are not
happening. They are fiction."
The Taliban clearly try to play to a
Mideast audience, where many
Arabs and Muslims accuse the
United States of killing innocent
Afghans in its war on terrorism. The
United States has been bombing
Afghanistan to destroy the Taliban
and Osama bin Laden's al-Qaida terrorist network. Bin Laden is accused
of masterminding the World Trade
Center and Pentagon attacks.

casualties, said Clovis Maksoud, a
former Arab League ambassador to
the United States and United
Nations.
However, "the fact that there are
any civilian casualties at all resonates with Arabs and Muslims,"
causing guilt, sympathy and anger at
the United States because Afghans
are viewed as innocent victims,
Maksoud said.
Wartime propaganda usually has
one of three goals: bolstering a country's own people and allies, influencing the undecided or demoralizing
the enemy, said Wayne Fields, an
expert on political rhetoric at
Washington University in St. Louis.
A woman nicknamed Tokyo Rose
broadcast radio programs during
World War II to try to demoralize
U.S. soldiers. U.S. planes, in turn,
dropped leaflets over Germany
telling of Nazi defeats.
The Taliban can't really hope to
persuade or demoralize Americans,
so they reach out to Muslims or
Arabs who might already harbor

The United States does know,
from battle damage reports, whether
it has hit particular targets from the
air. But "because this is enemy territory, it's very difficult to get reliable
information out" about things like
whether U.S. bombing has weakened Taliban troops north of Kabul,
Stufflebeem said.
The United States has strengthened its own propaganda efforts
recently, putting U.S. officials,
including a former ambassador to
Syria who speaks Arabic, on the
popular Mideast satellite channel AlJazeera.
President Bush on Tuesday called
the Taliban and bin Laden killers,
thieves and fanatics who even forbid
children from singing songs.
And leaflets being dropped in
Afghanistan show pictures of
Taliban leader Mullah Mohammed'
Omar and a license plate that military officials say belongs to his vehicle. "We are. watching!" the leaflets
warn.
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Deaths
Mrs. Tina Miles

Dwane Jones

The funeral for Mrs. Tina Miles
Dwane Jones, 65, Murray, died Wednesday, Nov. 7, 2001, at 4:52 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the
He was serving as coroner of Calloway County and as a funeral director at Murray-Calloway Funeral Home. chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
He had previously been manager of Miller Funeral Home of Murray and had worked at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. David Cunningham
will officiate. Jennifer Todd will be
Home. Mr. Jones had been employed for many years with Thurman Furniture Company.
A
soloig
=
officrals,"
Jude-Executive
elected
Larry
"I knew Dwane long before either of us were
Elkins said. "I'm going
Pallbearers
will be Pat Paschall,
professional
and
a
friend."
to miss him as a
Paschall,
Ben
Steven
Snyder, Mark
and
organist.
He
had
deacon
been
a
ceremonies
for
served
as
master
of
A member of Grace Baptist Church, he
Jetton, Bryan Jetton and Greg
of
Need
Line.
served
on
the
board
gospel
singings.
He
had
also
many
Miles, active, and
Delbert
He was the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Jones.
Underhill, honorary. Burial will folSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Freda Jones; two daughters, Mrs. Susan Darnell and husband, Dusty, Murray, low in Mt. View Cemetery, Dover,
and Mrs. Jennifer Tabers and husband, Jerry, Kirksey; one grandson, Jerry Tabers III; one sister, Mrs. Jane Nix
Tenn.
and husband, Ben, and one nephew, John Warren Nix, all of Murray.
Visitation will be at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today (Thursday).
Murray-Calloway Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Miles, 66, Doran Road,
Murray, died Tuesday, Nov. 6, 2001,
at 11:43 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Clifford W. Farris, 83, Farris
Paducah.
Ted C. Ivey, 65, Boaz, died
A former hairdresser at Murray
Tuesday, Nov. 6, 2001, at 9 a.m. at Road, Murray,died Wednesday, Nov.
Mrs. Louella B. Gillian, 74, Beauty Shop, she had worked for 20
7, 2001, at 10:45 a.m. at his home.
his home.
Retired from the Murray Division Grand Rivers, mother of Mrs. years at Sager Glove Company,
Owner of Mangrum Roofing Co.,
Boaz, he was an Army veteran, a of the Tappan Company, he was a Carmeleta Norvell of Murray, died Murray. She was of Catholic faith.
Born Feb. 5, 1935, in Saltillo,
Kentucky Colonel, and a member of Navy veteran of World War II. He Wednesday, Nov. 7, 2001, at 10:40
New Hope Missionary Baptist was a member of New Concord a.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Mexico, she was the daughter of the
late Nicholas Martinez and Andrea
Church and Folsomdale Lodge No. Church of Christ and Murray Lodge Center, Calvert City.
283 of Free and Accepted Masons.
No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons.
Preceding her in death were her Martinez.
He was the son of the late Payne
He was married June 4, 1939, to first husband, Raymond Owen, her
Survivors include her husband,
Ivey and LaVeme Osborn Ivey. One the former Faye Hendon who died second husband, Eugene M. Everett Miles, to whom she was
brother, Junior Ivey, also preceded July 19, 2001. Two sisters, Ruby Gillian, and
married July 10, 1970; one daughone sister, Barbara
Kindred and Evelyn Parker, and one
ter, Mrs. Nora Parrish and husband,
him in death.
Doom. She was the daughter of the
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. brother, Otto Farris, also preceded
Roger, and two grandchildren,
Reda Ivey; one daughter, Mrs. him in death. Born March 19, 1918, late Charlie Burd and Ora Vickers Andrea Paschall and Logan Zazz
Parrish, all of Murray.
Mariana Smith, Hickory; two sons, in Calloway County, he was the son Burd.
Mrs. Gillian was a member of
Mark Ivey, Boaz, and Mike Ivey, of the late Carl Farris and Susie
Briensburg Baptist Church.
Hickory; one sister, Mrs. Marilyn Outland Farris.
Survivors include two daughSurvivors include one daughter,
Cash, Mayfield; two brothers, Ned
and Johnny Ivey, both of Hickory; Ms. Cheryl Coursey, one son, Gary ters, Mrs. Carmeleta Norvell and
eight grandchildren; several rela- Farris and wife, Geneva, and one husband, Dennis, Murray, and
brother, Keys Farris and wife, Carolyn Wells-Gillian, Benton;
tives in Calloway County.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 Lejenia, all of Murray; four grand- two stepsons, Charles Gillian,
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral children, Mark Farris, John Farris Paducah, and Larry - Gillian,
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Fred and wife, Deena, Ray Coursey, and Benton; four grandchildren, Lisa
Planning for the Future?
Harrison and the Rev. Glenn Cope Jenger DeShields and husband,
McNeely,
Jason
Wells,
Krfiten
Woodmen's IRAs and
Scott; three great-grandchildren,
will officiate.
tax-deferred annuity
Pallbearers will be Brent Burnett, Justin and Laura Farris and Alley Wells and Jeremy Norvell; three
products are smart ways
Marshall Ivey, Timothy Ivey, Doug DeShields; two stepgreat-grandchil- stepgrandchildren, Tiffany, Ryan
Tyler
Gillian;
five
great-grandto
and
save for your
and
Chelsia
DeShields.
Cornelius
and
Trent
dren,
Scotty
Gibbs, Brad
retirement.
The funeral will be Friday at 3 children.
Fralix, active; Joe Stewart, Nathan
Graveside services will be
Sholar, Jiggs Parsons, Sonny Fristoe, p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Jim Gilbert, Sonny Skaggs, Junior Funeral Home. John Dale and Bob today (Thursday) at 3 p.m. at
Faye Childress
Dowdy, Jocky Davis, Woody Haley will officiate. Burial will fol- Dixon Cemetery. The Rev. C.C.
Woodmen Bldg.
Winfrey and Kenneth Harmon, hon- low in Hicks Cemetery.
3rd & Maple
Brasher will officiate.
Murray, KY 42071
Visitation will be at the funeral
orary. Burial will follow in North Mt.
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral - 270-753-5234
Zion Cemetery with military rites by home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday). Home, Benton, is in charge of
American Legion Post No. 26.
arrangements.
Visitation will be at the funeral
FAM, rrafemlY
Expressions of sympathy may
home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
to
Alzheimer's
be
made
(Thursday). Masonic rites will be at 7
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Association,
Louisville
Chapter,
001.4E COKE OMAMA NEBEASEA
p.m. tonight(Thursday) at the funer89,
Mrs. Julia Thomas Rea,
memorial, 3703 Taylorsville Rd.,
al home._
Murray, died today, Wednesday,
On the web - www.woodmen.com
Nov. 7,2001, at 1:10 a.m. at Murray- Suite 102, Louisville, KY 40220;
or Calvert City Convalescent
Calloway County Hospital.
The funeral for Miss Sue Brown
She was the daughter of the late Center, 1201 5th Ave., P.O. Box 7,
will be today (Thursday) at 1 p.m. in Elbert Menconi and Palmira Calvert City. KY 42029.
the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Marianetti Menconi.
Clinton. The Rev. Sky McCracken
Survivors include one son, Bill
will officiate. Burial will follow in Thomas and wife, Betty, New
Clinton Cemetery.
Concord; four grandchildren, Lisa
Visitation is now at the funeral Priest, Murray, Kimberly Ann
home.
Thomas and husband, Greg Ruvoli,
Miss Brown, 74, Ryan Avenue, N. Barrington, Ill., Kerry Dean
Murray, died Monday, Nov. 5, 2001, Thomas and wife, Mary, Lutz, Ha.,
at 8:05 a.m. at her home.
and John Cox, New Concord; one
A retired English professor at great-granddaughter, Brittany Priest,
Murray State University, she had Murray; one sister, Mrs. Cecilia
been a member and golfer of the Sellars, S. Holland, Ill.; two brothers,
Murray Country Club. She was a Raymond and John Menconi, both of
member of Clinton United Methodist Illinois.
Investments Since 1854
Church, Clinton.
The funeral mass will be Saturday
Miss Brown was the daughter of at 10:30 a.m. at St. Leo Catholic
the late Grover Mansfield Brown and Church. Fr. Ray Goetz will officiate.
Ruth Sallee Brown.
Burial will follow in Hicks
Survivors include three cousins, Cemetery.
Prices as of 9 AM
Janet King, Troy, Tenn., Debris
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller
Green, Fulton, and Bill Brown, Funeral Home from 4 to 8 p.m.
Clinton.
Friday.
Company
Price
Chg.

Clifford W. Farris

Ted C. Ivey

Mrs. Louella B.
Gillian

Mrs. Patricia
Helen Foley

Capt. Willard
Roy Waits Sr.

Mrs. Patricia Helen Foley, 91,
Bryant Road, Benton, died
Wednesday, Nov. 7, 2001, at 12:05
a.m. at Marshall County. Hospital,
Benton.
Her husband, Otis Foley, preceded her in death. A seamstress, she
was the daughter of the late Ben H.
Nation and Daisey Stewart Nation.
Survivors include one son, Jack
Foley and wife, Linda, Murray; one
daughter, Mrs. Sheila Tinsley,
Bowling Green; five•grandchildren, Andy Foley, Murray, Aaron, Chris,
and Daniel Tinsley, Bowling Green,
and Brian Tinsley, Calvert City; two
great-grandchildren; two sisters,
Mrs. Linda Hooper, San Diego,
Calif., and Judy Nation; four brothers, Arthur Nation, California,
Joseph Nation, Mt. Vernon, Ill.,
Sam Nation, Fairfield, Ill., and Ben
Nation Jr., Evansville, Ind.
Graveside services will be today
(Thursday) at 2 p.m. at Marshall
County Memory Gardens. Dr. J.T.
Parish will officiate.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton
is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be
made to Alzheimer's Association,
Louisville Chapter, memorial reply,
3703 Taylorsville Rd., Suite 102,
Louisville, KY 40220-1330.

Capt. Willard Roy (Bill) Waits
Sr., 51, Rome, Ga., died Thursday,
Nov. r, 2001, at his home.
-He was a retired seiviciamitw' A
combat veteran of the Vietnam
War, he was with the 101st Air
Borne, Special Forces. He was the
recipient of eight purple hearts,
four bronze stars and three presidential commendations.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Bonita On Waits, Armuchee, Ga.;
one son, W.R. Waits Sr., Rome,
Ga., and children, Jenny-Beth
Waits, Virginia, and Heidi and
Erica Waits, Maiden, S.C.; four
stepsons, Britt Orr and wife,
Valerie, Benton, Dustin Orr,
Carrolton, and Micah and Jacob
On, Armuchee, Ga.; his parentsin-law, Richard and Sue Jacobs,
two
sisters-in-law,
Murray;
Jannene Travis and Scherrie
Robertson, and brother-in-law,
C.L. Britt Jr., all of Calloway
County.
A full military funeral was conducted Nov. 5 on top of a mountain
in Lindale, Ga.

A IL-FCCIr
%ALF
IFeeins SundavY
Shop early for the holidays!

Mrs. Julia Thomas
Rea

DOWNTOWN • MURRAY

Miss Sue Brown

SCHOOL IS
IN SESSION DRIVE
SAFELY
Stock Market
Report

in the things
at brought
We can help
personalize thefuneral.
Many times it's the items ‘‘e associate
with a person that strikes a chord or
pulls at our heartstrings. A familiar
hat. A favorite photograph. When the.
indiWu4isspecfal'the ltinerat Kin.lt,•
should be too. That why we encourage
personal expressions ol remembrance
• memory tables • memory boards
• unique music
• special locations
Bring something that celebrates their
life. Something unusual. Something
unique. Your spirit will he liked and
their's remembered.

Dow Jones Ind. -.........
67.05
Air Products
41.98 - 0.05
AOL Time Warner 15.40 + 0.90
AT&T
16.31 + 0.28
Bell South
38.89 + 0.38
Briggs & Stratton
38.35 + 0.12
Bristol Myers Squibb 54.60 + 0.34
Caterpillar
48.85 + 0.55
Chevron Texaco Corp
88.00 + 0.72
Daimler Chrysler
36.86 + 0.61
Dean Foods
45.24 + 0.14
Exxon-Mobil
39.40 + 0.32
Ford Motor
16.50 + 0.22
General Electric
39.79 + 0.44
General Motors
43.20 + 0.46
GlaxoSmithKline ADR -54.41 - 0.86
Goodrich
23.38 + 0.43
Goodyear
18.90+ 0.02
HopFed Bank*
12.10 B 12.50A
IBM
114.75 + 0.90
Ingersoll Rand
40.88 + 0.21
Intel
29.13+ 0.84
Kroger
24.46 + 0.21
Lucent Tech.7.13+ 0.12
18.77 + 0.19
Mattel •
NIcDonalds
27.01 - 0.01
65.00 + 0.26
Merck
Microsoft
64.85 +0.60
23.76 + 0.31
J.C. Penney
49.00j013
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
42.07 - 0.07
Schering-Plough
.36.42 - 0.13
44.33+ 0.70
Sears
Union Planters
43.07 + 0.35
18.50 + 0.17
US Bancorp
4.35-1
0.39
UST
54.93+ 1.11
Wal-Mart
13.94 + 0.24
Worldcom Inc

Only Firstar gives you
More Than Free Checking.
Much
Much
Much
Much
Much
More.

Competitive Interest
Free Internet Banking
Free Check Card
No Monthly Fees
No Minimum Balance
Five Star Service Guaranteed

Earn interest and get
more,only at Firstar.
You can check all you want-you
won't find a checking account with
more. Firstar offers competitive
interest, free Internet Banking and
a free Check Ca-rd. Plus, there are
no monthly maintenance fees or mini-

mum balance requirements. And its
all backed with our one-of-a-kind
Five Star Service Guarantee. For
more information, stop by any
Firstar branch or check us out at
www.firstar.com.

*Holliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
- price unchanged

uric

lines-Milk
Funeral Home
311 Nati 4th Street•Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-7000 Fax;70)7530042
02000 MKJ Marketing

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

409

FIST

Star Service Guaranteed 4?

SINCE 1554

our 13e.1 1m c.t merit
J B H,lhard *L. Lyons

*RRSTAR

1; it,

Member NYSE and StPC

•Limit one tree ,he,king account per cu5f,outer 411 regular Jc t( nailopellinx pro(rdurcs apply 51m mournisin deposit to open checking J,COMIlt Nil mond+
maintenance fee or “IIMMUM balance requirements Nom-routine transaction fees such JS overdrafts. UV( transters and stop payments may apply Fees could
'educe
earnings on the account. Interest earned on dash collected balances ol sz.nno of Mire. Rates are urine( I to hange at the hank's discretion, and may
•
change dash(ustomrr qinthfkotton required for I! S Rank the k Curd Transaction fees may ariph• whim used as JR ATM card. Member f
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Ceirnmunity
Thursday, November 8, 2001
Jo's Datebook
By JO BUR KEEN
Community Editor
"Share The Hope" is preparing a shipment of
food, toys and personal hygiene items for the
people of Wolfe County in the rural mountains
of eastern Kentucky, according to Philip Lynn
Rogers of Murray, coordinator of the special project.
This is a remote area of the state where those
who can find work carpool 50 to 70 miles one
way through the mountains to other towns workwage just to survive.
money are much needed to purchase items not
donations. This is a 100 percent volunteer organpercent of all proceeds will be used toward the

ing at minimum
Donations of
received through
ization and 100
projeci
If you wish to adopt a child in eastern Kentucky for this Christmas season, wish to help out, or your group do a project, call
Rogers at 753-1001. Donations may be mailed to Share The Hope,
481 Vancleave Rd., Murray, KY 42071. Departure date for the shipment going to Wolfe County will be in early December.

Transit meeting tonight
Murray-Calloway County Transit Board will meet tonight (Thursday),
Nov. 8, at 7 p.m. at the Professional Building, South Fourth St., Murray.

Dream Factory meeting. changed
The meeting of the Dream Factory, scheduled tonight (Thursday);
Nov. 8, has been changed to Thursday, Nov. 15, at 6 p.m. at AmeriHost.

Thanksgiving luncheon planned
Mr. and Mrs. Pruitt in 2001

Mr and Mrs. Pruitt in 1951

Anniversary reception planned here Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pruitt of 990 Elm
Grove Rd.. Almo. will be honored with a
reception in celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday. Nov. 1 1.
The reception, hosted by their children, will
be at Coles Camp Ground United Methodist
Church. All relatives and friends are invited
to attend between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m.

Mr. Pruitt and the former Rebecca Shemwell
were married Nov. 10, 1951, at Dover, Tenn.,
with the Rev. J.H. Yeargan officiating.
Their witnesses were Bernice and Louie
Westerman, sister and brother-in-law of the
groom, and Martha Pruitt Wright, sister of the
groom.
Their six children are Sammie Pruitt and

wife, Yvonne, Marvin Pruitt and wife, Nancy.
Randy Pruitt, Ronnie Pruitt and wife, Gwen.
and Danny Pruitt and wife, Sonica, all of Calloway County, and Darrell Pruitt and wife, Cindy.
of Lenoir City. Tenn.
Their three grandchildren are Jeremy Pruitt,
Robert Franklin Pruitt and Mary Elizabeth
Pruitt.

Jackson recipient of insurance grant
FRANKFORT. Ky. - The Edu- Independent school district, is nurcation Professional Standards Board suing NBPTS certification in Mid(EPSB) has annOtlheed the award dle Childhood Generalist. Mrs.
of a grant by State Farm Insur- Jackson is the recipient of a grant
ance to assist Kentucky teachers awarded by State Farm Insurance.
"This grant represents State
pursuing National Board C'ertification through the National Board Farm's emphasis on high teacher
for Professional Teaching Stan- quality." said State Farm Agent
Mark Lew is. State Farm Agent
dards (NBPTS).
The grant will cover a portion Dor* Henry added.• "I . am proud
of the $2,300 application fee for that this grant. focusing on educational excellence, was . awarded
four Kentucky teachers.
KillY-licksbn, a teacher at Mur- in -Miirray."
NBPTS recognizes accomplished
ray Middle School in the Murray.

teachers who meet stringent standards in their classroom practices.
As an NBPTS candidate, Mrs.
Jackson will develop a portfolio
reflecting her work and will participate in a rigorous one-day
assessment of content knowledge.
Kentucky has a goal of having
an NBPTS-certified teacher in every
public school by 2020.
The 2000 General Assembly
provided additional incentives to
Kentucky's- teachers— pursuing
NBPTS certification.

The incentive program is administered by the EPSB.
To learn more about National
Board Certification and Kentucky
incentives for teachers, view the
at
website
EPSB
www.kde.state.ky.us/otec/epsb/leg-

.For more information on the
NBPTS certification process, view
at
website
the- -- -N11PTS
www.nbpts.org.

-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL
HI
Our Program guarantees 3 lbs. per week of weight loss!

Sugar Plum event Saturday
The Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church will have its annual
Sugar Plum Holiday Bazaar and Bake Sale on Saturday, Nov. 10, from
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Parish Center, 401 North 12th St., Murray. A
continental breakfast and lunch will be available. For information call
Christine at 753-0391 or Marianne at 753-3876.

Good Shepherd plans event
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, Highway 121 South at
Cherry Corner, will have a close out of items from the bazaar and sale
thrift shop on Saturday, Nov. 10, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Featured will
be lots of adult clothing, household items and new Christmas gifts.

Potpourri show Saturday
Potpourri Homemakers Club will have its annual Christmas Craft and
Gift Show Saturday, Nov. 10, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the gym of
First United Methodist Church. Lots of special handmade items will
be featured.

Hollybeny event Saturday
The annual ollyberry Bake Sale and Tea Room will be held at First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray, on Saturday. Nov.
10, from 8 to 11 a.m. Also featured with the raffle for a hooked wall
hanging by Jean Lindsey, along with food, gifts and crafts.

Open House at Extension office
Calloway County Extension Service will host an open house today
(Thursday) from 2 to 6 p.m. at its new building at 310 South Fourth
St., Murray. This is the former home of the Calloway County Farm
Bureau which has moved to its new building on Highway 121 Bypass.
Personnel of the extension service invite the public to visit the new
building during the hours.

Tobacco event tonight
The annual Purchase Area Tobacco Stripping and Grading meeting
will be tonight (Thursday), Nov. 8, at 6:30 p.m. at West Kentucky Expo
Center. Commissioner of Agriculture Billy Ray Smith will be among
the speakers.

SPECIAL
8 WEEKS $99.00

Flu vaccinations to be offered

767-0780
1415W. Main St.
(Next to Corvette Lanes)
Murray, KY
FA

The ladies of the Murray Country Club will have their Thanksgiving luncheon on Wednesday, Nov. 14, with a social hour at 11 a.m.
and lunch at noon. "This is one of our nicest luncheons, so try to come
out and enjoy the fun," a member said. Reservations should be made
by Monday. Nov. 12, by calling Ve Sevems, 759-8358.

Flu vaccinations will be offered to all Calloway County School faculty, staff and students on Tuesday and Wednesday. Nov. 13 and 14.
the cost is $10 for faculty/staff and free for students. Permission forms
will be distributed to students and must be signed by a parent or
guardian and returned by Friday, Nov. 9, in order to participate.

BEFORE

Youth event Sunday
Youth of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will have
its fund-raising fish fry on Sunday, Nov. 11, from 5 to 7 p.m. Alaskan
grilled salmon, deep fried halibut pond catfish with white beans, slaw,
hush puppies, fries, rolls, drinks, and hot dogs will be served at $8 for
an adult and $5 for a child. For information call Dawn Olsen at 7593186 or Karen Guthrie at 492-8797.

Grand Opening
DINT Furniture
10 OFF
0
5
STOREWIDE SAVINGS

Fri., Nov.9& Sat, Nov. 10

Lodge plans family night
GAMMA CHAPTER...Betty Gore (right), president of Gamma
Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society, is pictured with
Susan Crass of Ratcliff, Kentucky president of Delta Kappa
Gamma, at a recent meeting of the chapter at Kenlake
State Park hotel. The Gamma Chapter will meet Saturday,
Nov. 10, at 9:30 a.m. for a brunch at the Happy House,
Mayfield. Reservations should be made by calling Imogene Monroe at 1-270-856-3372, or Gore at 753-8509.

• New & Used Items
•Winter Promotional Mattresses
'Leather Gliders & Foot Stools
iwilable

TACO JOHN'S

in Burgundy, Green, Black & Tan

Includes rice & beans

• Chaise Loungers
*Dining Sets

ANNOUNCE YOUR
SPECIAL EVENT.
CALL 753-1916

November 10, 2000 • 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Gym
503 Maple St., Murray, KY

Froggy will be here Saturday
from 1:30-4:30 p.m.

6

. Murray High School seniors and their parents or guardians are invited to a program, "Tips on Paying for College," tonight (Thursday).•
Nov. 8, at 7 p.m. in the MHS library. Johnny McDougal from Kentucky Higher Education Authority will present information regarding
financial aid, grants, loans and scholarships.

t

My Favorite

Things
uwat's you to our

Handmade Crafts - Baked Goods
Concession Stand - Dom Prizes
. -Come lout usfor afun tune and get an early start on your shopping.
For booth space call Dorothy Cook 436-5502.

944 S. 12th St.• Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.• 767-91041
(Next to Murray Sewing Ctr.)
11.
:t

A community meeting for Hamlin, Keniana and surrounding area will
be tonight (Thursday), Nov. 8, at 7 p.m. at the New Concord Firehouse.
A new firehouse has been approved for the area. Representatives from
Calloway County Fire Department will be present to answer questions..

DI), 10
I re
POTPOURRI HOMEMAKER'S ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS CRAFT & GIFT SHOW

•Day Beds
*Contour Living Room Suites

103.7 FM

Community meeting Thursday

Special senior event Thursday

CHUM PLATTER

9

Woodmen of the World Lodge #170-Kirksey will have its fall family night on Saturday, Nov. 10, at 6 p.m. at Kirksey United Methodist
Church fellowship hall. Officers will be elected and a discussion on the
sale of its building will be held. All lodge members are encouraged to
attend. For information call 489-6251.

fit

Holiday Open House
Sat., Nov. 10th • 5:30 to 8:00 p.m.
Sun., Nov. 11th • 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
1003 Manley Street • Paris, TN
We've expanded our facilities for your shopping convenience.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Santa Claus
Is CCMINC TC
Babies in Bloom

7Ae 9affery
corort4 irwiteijou

a/fend/heir

24)9 N. 12th St.• Aurs-av • 753 7534

Girisimas-Open-Xouse

SUNDAY FROM

1-5 P.M.!

Refreshments * Door Prizes
6unclay, 96oem6er 11, 2001
1:00p.m. - 5:00p.m.
301 'Korth 12/h

SAUL

c_Vree/
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3fobjczy Open Wouse

A

Sun., Nov. 11 • 1-4 p.m.
AVEDA Holiday Gift Sets
•Massage Therapy•Facials•Nail Care
•Sugaring•Aromatherapy
Come join usfor Refreshments, Door Prizes,
and Special Deals!
Gift Certificates Available

••"4,,V

The Essential-Day Spa

_

1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 767-0760

25% Off

ilrurray,,Xenhiciy,
cSpecktir5ttoinys

7/1/Day

In-Stock Bedding

Reimbinenh 6erver/
'Reswierlor boor Prizes

Off
30%
Maternity &
Children's Wear

25% Off
All Gift Items
(*Some exclusions apply)

the
qeoqnn...

Join Us For

OPEN HOUSE
Sundayfrom 12:30-5 p.m.!
•Register to win a

GET HOOKED

ON LOCAL SHOPPING.

$25 Gift Certificate!
•Enjoy cider & cookies!
•Layaway for Christmas with
only 10% down!

Placero
C4pieitrad
*10elligenCe
7%e fuir

Please (7011(

„,
Sagclat, 72-5,'.m. Ifoe a waderiful
adCe"raaff ghcfwith de
aedspe/4 alfC4eleorae.

Shoppes of Murray
767-9366

12th Street

FbettAb
ION. 12th St. • 753-454

Hang around town - you'll
quickly discover why area
shoppers stay here to make
their holiday purchases.
We have
everything you need for a
successful holiday shopping
experience, including unique
gift items from your
neighbors, during:

Holiday Open House
Sunday, November iii"
This year make it a
warmly invites you to their

HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, Nov. 11, 2001 • 1 p.m. til 5 p.m.
Savings Up To
coote
000ts
lot A/s

wire

50%

Off Selected Items

*Gift Certificates Available
*Free Gift Wrapping

"Ne Somaliert 7ofe• &afros Slime-

or P

.es
?rz
0

305 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270-753-7441 °
0

0
•

This message brought to you by Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.

•
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aididay Open afouse
A Piece of Cak

q-loeiday Open 94ouse
Sutiday, cNov. I

Cakes for all occasions
Homemade Cookies • Catering

.ffeavenh 43askets
Specializing in Gift Baskets &
Balloon Bouquetsfor all occasions.

4111

Gourmet Foods • Delivery Available

(270) 759-2333

Christmas Open House

Sun., Nov. 11•1-5 p.m.
715-B South 12th St.

SUNDAY, Nov. 11 • 1 P.M. To 5 P.M.

•

r4eore

"You Pe-eawr

Behind Debbie & Co. on the
southside of Vernon's

00/0•500Io OFF

--/••4Of
e
•
.•

•f•

On Selected Merchandise
•-•4/14.

Come join us fir refreshments, door prizes and great shopping!

fP
it lace

Register for Holiday Table Runner ($35.00 value)
to be given away each hour.

•

•

•
-L
/eat • ...:1:;)

r
Iish
AAA

•

41114011get•
•.

.
A

„

JOIN ITS IN CELEBRATING OUR I ST
HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 1 ITH, 1m5 P.M.
RIGISTlt FOR

poti-e•ftv.•

144 help

•••

.....111F.

Themed
Trees:
*Christmas

tAa4s. 'sterna tica.

S'mores
*Butterfly
Garden
*Fisherman's
Catch
*Winter
Fantasy
*Southern
Christmas
*Santa
'Snowmen

:1•

7:)3-6889

\it'I i .1%

•

1110111 imports

tz•J
14:
C`

University Plaza • 1205 B Chestnut St.
(270) 753-1851
•

Stlie•

.
*
4 ,•i"

ACHICSji)Cr VAC
Scrapbooking
Supplies

Irkir•

41.7

e•-

the magic 4 Ma hafielay_a taJtaa sta /Lack in
time ta aurt wangiarriati chi/canal/ mamartiaa—
Let

o.

HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 800-472-8852

GIVI-1,\WAYS

•
1%,

Sun., Nov. 11 from 1-5 p.m.

fling Hills
urser

•

•

• Refreshments

View This Area's Largest
Selection of Holiday Gift and
Home Decorative Accessories!

41\i
•"

n
•1,

• Door Prizes

e

44.4
eY Open 11°466
,k6
.

305 C S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-5678

•

tee

••61•410"

."-tift,*1"PtZ°

•

it

)•c'.‘
....al

•

The Christmas Place
--P3- 20% OFFI.
All Holiday Items
During Open House

voivoiter

—SILK WREATHS
—SLIM LINE CHRISTMAS TREES
—UNIQUE ORNAMENTS
—FESTIVE FLAGS
I

a-,c.<1

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5

•

lfoliday Open Wouse
1..cerytlimx

7.he mosl unirue men's sio

Chriqmas

uccil

• • .*"-1.-E•t•
*

oin Us for Open House
...Sweet, Cuddly Sugar Bears

Smoday from Noor-5

...Jolly Santa Bells

Fr

Santa WillTBe Here!

••
.1
14N,

-•••

from 3-5 p.m.

•.•

0-•

..Marjolein Bastin's
Winter Collection

Get your picture taken free with Santa!

...the Mitford Snowmen Collection

PRE-HOLIDAY
SALE

Sot Nov. 10- 10 a.m.-9 p.m
Sun., Nov. 11 - 1-5 p.m.
iqihi ii'

lot

20% OFF

'twos fl,o NitfluI ne36,ro Christmas

story tim., tom Ii tali, ii it the day.

Twos the Night Before
Christmas FREE with
purchase of 3
Hallmark cards.
Nov. 1O& 11 Only

Arlt,
4

Coca-Cola'Santa
Musical Snowglobe
$12.95 with purchase of
3 Hallmark Cards
Nov..12 Ihru 21 oaly

ap-r,;400

Ginger's
Hallmark

Storewide

2.eciee

Children's Wear
Sioppe o6 Aulotay

%mos
640 N. 12th St.

abikk

Zaddee
• **: "

.

.
*
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DMT Rimiture
welcomes you to their
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Murray Florist's

dis*
i*
rfr

OPEN HOUSE

1.1•
DI*
rl*
t
r (4.101.
ire
t
!

20% OFF

• Leather Gliders with Foot Stool
Available in Green, Black, Burgundy or "Ian

Refreshments will be available and while you are
there register for some great door prizes!
944 S. 12th St.• Bel-Air Shopping Ctr. • 767-9100
(Next to Murray Sewing Ctr.)

Of;
0 *1

Sunday, November 11
1-4 p.m.

• Winter Promotional
Mattresses
• Home Deocrations

11,144 •
.
;
Sits
"
•
a

See Christmas Come Alive at
r

• Come meet their
friendly staff

tif

iV

04V2S11

Christmas Open House
Sun:, Nov. 11 from 1-5 p.m.

1
'
10:0

USOV
;
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All Floor Merchandise
Free giftsfor everyone!
Beanie Babiesfor children,
cardsfor Dad, andflowersfor Morn.

41,grir 914 S. 12th St.• Murray •753-0932
4`s *
1%47egh_ 41

•TI

44
1
.
/

•

•

-40rewn.*

nt good Tastes

sY171)

94(41.69 Open afouse

Bel-Air Center • Hwy.641 South • Murray

i
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S4SS fsiloys
Sqvate •

Cradle and

Coott

All
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setve6
C
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Consignment Boutique
Children's 81. Women's Apparel

Wishes all our custornars A consignors happy hollyitys.

JUST FOR YOU, ONE DAY ONLY
NOVEMBER 11

112 PRICE

4

OUR ENTIRE STORE
I 200 N. 4th St., Murray

110

1400

759-0146

Refreshments Will Be Served

-"Illallso-11111111111.--'01111"
"
4a11111.1P--q

Judy and Mary Ellen have been
friends for "20 something" year,
(they met when they were two)
and are now in business beside
each other. Come share the
excitement of these two stores.
* Fiber Optic Snowmen
& Santa Faces
* Custom Designed
Christmas Shirts

Shane Lee Outlet
•Polish pottery
• Lithuanian bells & tea light houses
• Spanish perfume bottles
•French bath salts, soaps,
gels & lemon waters

Olde World Marketplace

2010OFF

Come to the
Open Houses with the

STOREWIDE AT

best prices,
customer services and
refreshments in town.

Shane Lee Outlet
Olde World Marketplace

•

citervis from
aromod the world.for to
Christvvias avid
everyday at
Olde World Marketplace

•I

Fxceitiecceticeio/( o
otue-met Caoies
(samples available)

•

Shane Lee Outlet

Tons of Earrings

* German Smokers

$1.00

* Handblown ornaments
& flowers from the
Czech Republic

(from reg. retail up to $30.00)

Shane Lee Outlet

•

Olde World Marketplace

The Most Unique Gifts are Found at 306 & 308 Main Street
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HOLLYBERRY EVENT...Jean Lindsey has just completed this wall hanging which will be
offered for raffle at the Hollyberry Bake Sale and Tea Room at First Presbyterian Church,
Murray, on Saturday, from 8 to 11 a.m. Tickets are $1 each or six for $5. Gifts, crafts,
baked goods, along with quiche, ham/sausage biscuits and lots of goodies will be featured.
TREATS DELIVERED.. Members of Medical Explorer Post 803 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital gathered Oct. 30 to visit patients in the hospital and long term care. The
costumed Explorers delivered Halloween treats that they had prepared for each patient.
Post members also hosted a room at Amerihost's community Halloween party Oct. 31.

Humanely Speaking
by the Humane Society
of Calloway County
Bazaar fever has not been classified as a medical disorder, but

here in Murray, it is certainly
reaching epidemic proportions. The signal that the holidays are
fast approaching and "bazaar sea-

SPECIAL DONATION...Lutheran Brotherhood's Western Kentucky Branch #8839 "Friends in Deed" program delivers
a new 25" Magnavox television to be used with training
and teaching videos at the LifeHouse Pregnancy Care
Center, 1506 Chestnut St., Murray. Dee Keeling (second
from right), executive director of LifeHouse, is pictured
with local members of Lutheran Brotherhood and Immanuel
Lutheran Church who are (from left) Einar Jenstrom, LB
communicator, Shirley Jenstrom and Darlene Boehmer.

son" is one of the jolliest times
of the year. Shoppers are sure to
have fun at the Humane Society's
annual Holiday Bazaar and Bake
Sale, Saturday, Nov. 10, from 9
a.m. until 2 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
The library's meeting room will
be transformed into a winter wonderland of delights for bargain
hunters. With the addition of hundreds of beautiful donations from
members and friends, finding the
right gift for everyone on your
list will be a snap.
Everything from breads to pies,
cakes, cookies, brownies, muffins
will be offered. Handmade crafts
will also be available: stuffed toys,
needlework, quilts and crocheted
items are always in demand. In
addition, there will be other gift
items such as music boxes, table
water fountains, and even plants.
Nothing quite says "Christmas,"
however, like tree ornaments, and
many beautiful, collectible ornaments will be available.
A highlight this year will be a
drawing for a free spay/neuter certificate. The certificate is transferable.
Donations of baked goods or
crafts may be brought to the library
after 2 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 9.
For more information, call the
Society at 436-6250.

Writer's Potpourri
By CHARLIE YORK
Director
Writer's Potpourri will be Saturday, Nov. 10, at 9:30 a.m. in
the annex of Calloway County
Public Library.
Charlie York, director, invites
all interested writers to attend.
More poems from the October
session have been released as follows:

behold:
(Thy Kingdom come, Thy will
be done
on Earth as it is in Heaven.)
Chorus: Almighty God, Who
created us in thine own image.
Give me the power to do your
own message.
The message of peace among
all nations.
To guide the leaders' thoughts
So Much Depends
and emotions
By Sandra Morris
To make them improve the
So much
world and do good creations
Depends upon
Instead of fight, war and destrucThe Red, White and Blue.
tion
We are
I wish I have your power my
A diversified
Lord
Group of people
Simply I wish I were God.
We are united
(repeat chorus)
Towards establishing justice,
I would erase sickness and pain.
Insuring domestic tranquility,
I will be fair to all like a genProviding for common defense,
Promoting the general welfare, tle rain
I would do away with harmful
And securing the blessings of
beasts
liberty
Insects, earthquakes, tornadoes
To ourselves and our posterity.
and volcanoes
So much
Floods, hurricanes and all vioDepends upon
lence
The Red, White and Blue
And let the world live in peace.
Which resides
(repeat chorus)
In my
Heart.
I Wish I Were God (Almighty
God)
By Anisa Mahfoud
(This song is dedicated to peace
on Earth).
I wish I were the Almighty
God.
The best wish 1 ever had.
To make Heaven on Earth as
it is told
In the Holy book that we all

The Lowly Sumacs
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
Do you remember when
On school days long ago
We went down the hill
and crossed the creek
By where the sumacs grow?
We'd wade the cool clear waters
As they gently flowed
Then climb the bank to the
other side

By where the sumacs grow.
Grimy little feet
Overalls threadbare
We gazed in awesome wonder
At the sumacs growing there.
We watched the big red clusters
Swaying to and fro
While the winds came down
the valley,
By where the sumacs grow.
We heard the school bell in the
distance
Tolling out its tale of woe
To the children that were play_
ing
Down where the sumacs grow.
Mrs. Audelene would be waitin,
She'd say you're late again you
know
You stayed and played in the
sycamore shade
Down where the sumacs grow.
We entered the one room schoolhouse
Sat at our desks and dozed
Remembering all the fun we
had
Down where the sumacs grow'd.
But ah! Time has passed so swiftLike an arrow from Cupid's
bow
But things have changed,
They're not the same
Down where the sumacs grow.
I stood there and tried to remember
How it looked so long ago
But a bridge is there,
And the bank is bare
Down where the sumacs growed.

,,,Agsr.V.111%.44
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GE Profile
30" Free-Standing Spectra'''
Electric Range
J BP79KD True bisque
•QuikSet IV oven controls •Glass backguard • One 8", two 6" and one dual 6"/9"
ribbon heating elements • Right rear 6"
burner with warming option • Frameless
glass oven door with Sure Grip handle •
Fluorescent cooktop light • Big View window • Automatic interior oven light •
Automatic self-clean oven latch

Super Savings
Truckload Sale

JBP79CD Bisque (not shown)
J BP79AB Almond on almond (not shown)
JBP79BB Black on black (not shown)

Check loe loature provides ce
up to SO percent tasler then
normal serengs or parties an0
Special gatherings

Teller ightTouch, Dispenser
fills sport Pornes pitchers even
beendersi Delivers chieed 1.1
tired water crushed or CupeCI
iCe

GE Profile
Built-In Dishwasher
PDW7800GBB Black on black

Premium Owe? Design — OF,
best noise reduct.oe system

•Contoured door • Countdown display
with six status lights • 12 touchpads • 1-9
hour Delay start • Glasses cycle • Two sets
fold-down tines and two sets multi-position fold-down tines in upper rack • Four
sets fold-down tines in lower rack • Four
utility shelves with StemSafet" system •
ExtraShelf

GE Profile Dispenser Models
PSS27SGM Stainless steel

Model #
GTSI8DCMRWW

• 26.6 Cu. ft. capacity • CustomCoolTM technology • Digital temperature display • Slide 'n Storer"' full-extension freezer baskets • Tr -level lighting
• Black handles and black dispenser
PSS25SGM Stainless Steel (not shown)
• 25.3 Cu. ft. capacity

PDW7800WW White on white (not shown)
PDW7800GCC Bisque (not shown)
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Jackson Purchase Dance Company opens
season Friday with performance at museum

The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company will open their 2001-02
production season on Friday, Nov. 9,
with a public performance of FALL
DANCEFEST at the Museum for
the American Quilter's Society in
Paducah at 7 p.m.
This creative concert of dance
compositions will be performed
within the museum's exhibits.
Audience members will be
escorted through the exhibits where
each dance will reflect the artistic
quality of the quilts on display. The
concert will feature the 22 member
performance ensemble in a wide
variety of pieces including: Aaron
Copeland's "Simple Gifts", and
excerpts from WESTSIDE STORY
and CATS.
Nickel Creek
General Admission for Students
and Adults is $7.50. Children under
5, $2.50. Admission for membership
holders to the Museum of the
American Quitter's Society or the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company
Nickel Creek, will bring its musical talents to Murray State University's are $2.50, children under S are free.
campus on Friday, Nov. 9. Nickel Creek will be in concert in Lovett
FALL DAINCEFEST will be
Auditorium at 8 p.m. that evening. All seats are reserved. Tickets are $12 for presented as a Dessert Cabaret on
the general Public. MSU students with a valid ID may purchase one ticket Saturday, Nov. 10 at 7 p.m. at the
at the discounted price of $8, and one, two or three additional tickets at $12
each. Tickets may be purchased in the Student Government Association
office in the Curris Center. Call 270-762-6951 for ticket information.

The Jackson Purchase Dance Company

Nickel Creek live at Lovett
this Friday night

closes this week
'Faculty Collects'
exciting and diverse exhibit at the Clara

This is the last week to see a very
M. Eagle Gallery. "The Faculty Collects" is an exhibit of the personal art
collections of the Murray State University art department faculty.
This exhibit is as varied as the tastes of the individuals on the faculty and
represents art work from local and alumni artists, as well as artists from New
York to San Francisco.
On view this week in the foyer and Curris Galleries are the woodcuts of
Texas artist Nancy Palmeri and the lithographs of Illinois artist Michael
Barnes. In the next few weeks, we look forward to senior art exhibits and the
annual student drawing show. Call ahead for details.
Eagle Gallery at MSU is located on the sixth floor of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center at the corner of 15th and Olive streets in Murray. Gallery hours:
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-4 p.m.. Tuesdays and Thursdays until 9 pm, Saturday
and Sunday 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
For additional information, call (270)762-3052.

Jerry Watson, long-time Paducah resident and founding member of the
Yeiser Art Center, received the first place juror's award for his acrylic painting President's Day on exhibit in Yeiser 2001, the Center's annual national
juried exhibition. The award recognizes merit and achievement and was one
of nine awards presented at the exhibition reception Oct. 25.
An enthusiastic group of members, artists and avid arts patrons gathered
to honor the 42 exhibiting artists and congratulate Mr. Watson as well as 2nd
place awardet Sandy Miller-Sasso of Almo, Ky.; 3rd place awardee Mark
Abrahamson of Stanwood, Wash.
Yeiser Art Center Director, Bob Durden said,"The Yeiser's Annual Juried
Exhibition celebrates the diverse talent of working artists from all over the
country."
"Dale Leys, professor of art at Murray State University, accepted the
challenge of jurying this year's exhibition, which drew entries from all over
the country. Not all who entered could be exhibited, but without their participation, Mr. Leys would not have been able to assemble such an impressive group of work."
Other honorees in this year's exhibition include 6 artists who shared the
4th place honor: Jodi Bowen of Champaign, Ill.:. Amy Chase of Paducah;
Marilyn Davis of Carbondale, Ill.; Mary Lingen of Backus, Minn., and
Laurel Jensen Paul of Washington, Ill.; Randy Simmons of Hickory, Ky.
The exhibition remains on display until 4 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 24, 2001.
Admission to the museum is $1.00 for adults and free to members. Museum
hours are 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday. Call the museum at
270-442-2453 for more information.

Tickets for "The Great Russian
Nutcracker" on Sale
PADUCAH. Ky. — Tickets for the Moscow Ballet's "Great Russian
Nutcracker," are now on sale for the December 3 performance at Paducah
Tilghman Auditorium at 7 p.m. as a benefit for the Four Rivers Center for
the Performing Arts sponsored by Area Bank of Paducah. Tickets are available at the Four Rivers Center office by calling 443-9932 and Area Bank
located at 1601 Broadway in Paducah.

Admission for performance and
dessert is $7.50 for students and
adults, children under 5, $2.50. For
the performance with no dessert,
students and adults, are $5, children
under 5 are free.
FALL DANCEFEST is funded in
part through a grant from the

Kentucky Arts Council, a state
agency in the Education, Arts and
Humanities Cabinet, with support
from the National Endowment for
the Arts. JPDC's 2001 — 2002 production season was macle_possible
by the Corporate Underwriting support of Westvaco.

Mayfield's art guild calls for exhibition entries

MAYFIELD, Ky. — The Mayfield/Graves
County Art Guild has issued a call for entries for
"Impressions 2001," the Guild's annual juried art
exhibition. Deadline for entry is Nov. 14.
The annual event is open to all artists residing
in western Kentucky and adjoining states. Entry
is by original work only. Works must have been
completed within the last three years.

There is a $200 cash award for the artwork cretion of the juror. Eva King will be juror for this
judged "Best of Show." Cash awards of $100 for year's exhibition. King is graduate of Murray
first place and $50 for second place will be given State University with a Master's degree in
in each of this year's five categories: Painting, Education. She is an award-winning studio artist
Drawing, Sculpture, Photography/Computer Art whose work has been included in dozens ofjuried
competitions and in several solo exhibitions.
and Mixed Media, which includes Fiber Arts.
For additional information, phone the Guild at
Additional merit awards in the form of either
cash or gift certificates will be awarded at the dis- (270) 247-6971.

10% off
any

1
CELLTOUCH,Inc.
Ver- rnelvoreless
••••••••111•I 114.60.0

all

Dixieland Shopping Center

76 7 - 9 1 1 1
Call us to compare!
Some resit ctons may apP,i

Car
Chargers I

9

39 95

No contract!
No credit chec110 $
No sidgesiti

hcr-e

!ax

•

sertee

*King or Queen site
beds in all rooms

•Highest Quality
Rating Possible

Hook up your home phone service!

5955 acuva4ior .4 ee

Bus. 270-753-6706
Fax 270-767-9816

517 South 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071

a

(S•hincl Harr:loos on Cnaatnut St.)

Paducah artist receives top honor at
juned exhibition

Calloway County Day Treatment
Center located on College Farm
Road and 20th Street in Murray
(located behind the Calloway
Maintenance
County
Schools
Building). Audience members will
be able to enjoy a tasty array of
desserts while watching our dancers.

(4
Exires 101,-

*3 Room Suite v./
TV
Full Kitchen.
•
with VCR & Jacu77i

Ask About Our
Unbeatable
Fall Special

of MURRAY
ALL ROOMS INCLUDE:
Refrigerators. Microwaves. Cofteemakers
Hairdryers. Phones vaDataports
70 Channel Cable w/HBO

•Fax and Copy
Service Available

Relax In Our
Jacuzzi
Rooms

Free Deluxe Continental Breakfast

NEW FURNITURE

Bring your Truck, Van
or Trailer - Bungee
padding,
Cords, Rope &
Haul
Come prepared to
Save!!
away and

CION

DAY z
IMPONLY

SATURDAY SUNDAY MONDAY
NOV. 12TH
NOV. 1 1'
Nov. I oTH
1:30 PM SHARP

1:30 PM SHARP

6:30 PM SHARP

INSPECTION 2 HOURS

•
NOV. 1 3'

6:30 PM SHARP
TILL IT'S OVER!

prior to the sale!

(
ft-111011
'
FURNITURE
BESTWAY
THE

THIRTY-FIVE PERCENT

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE IS
OVER... BUT, LARGE QUANTITIES
OF QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS

State Farm has discounts
available on car insurance.

T
1 I•

See me to find out how you may qualify.
5.

Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray. KY
270-753-9935

MUST BE SOLD.,
Rooms

rtig
$

Auction conducted byl

EARLY WINE

Cicero Indiana
-7126
KY Lie. #: RP

ALL Living Rooms Dining
Bedrooms Mattresses Recliners
Inettes Kids' Furniture Leather
Sleepers Groups Entertainment
Cabinets Curio Cabinets
Bedding Lamps Chairs and

MUCH MORE FROM FAMOUS NAME
BRANDS YOU WILL KNOW & TRUST.

SALE HELD AT THE FORMER WAL-MART LOCATION

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.*
statefarm.com"
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company (Not In NJ)
Slate Farm Indemnity Company (NJ)• Nome Offices Bloomington, lamas

2602 MAIN ST.
BENTON • KY

TERMS OF AUCTION:
• All items sold as is.
• Inspection - 2 hours prior to sale.
• No pickups during Auction.
• All purchases must be paid for
day of Auction and picked up
immediately at conclusion of
that days sole.
• 10% buyers premium.
• Cash • Visa • MasterCard
• Check with proper ID.

CALI_ 27'CP--.0".27-24.61P9

•
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CLASS F EIDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.
.
i
CZ Just Say "Charge It" jo

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

4
A
w

$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
rAlt 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy

150
155
160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285

Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

010

LINI AIPS
Day - 20 words or less
First
$8.00
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
S2.50 extra for Shopper Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Gusdel "LSO extra for blind box ads

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

I

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion Any error should be reported immediately
so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 1 p.m.
wed. 1 p.m.
Wed. 1 p.m.

Saturday

Domestic & Childcare

Articles
For Sale

I Glenn W Brandon am
no longer responsible for
anyones debits other than
my own

WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802

THINKING about getting a
Dish Network satellite system? Think FREE then call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite for more details or ask
how you can get 100
channels for only $9.00 a
month for one year.
759-0901

020
Notice
DISNEY Vacation 7 days
6 nights at Ramada, Good
for 1 year. Sacrifice $199
270-846-8073

Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
12701 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

PHOTOGRAPHER
Photography by
P Lynn Rogers
16 years service
753-1001

I

Don't Worry. Be ready to place a
HAPPY AD in the....
Lost and Found
LOST. Adult male Bassett
Hound. Black, white, &
tan. Lost in Lynn Grove
area. Please call 435-4696
if found.
LOST male yellow Lab.
Goes by the name of Henry Call 759-9215
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, well
be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find.
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
ATTENTION
WORK FROM HOME
Up to
$25 00- S75 00/HR PTiFT
MAIL ORDER
(888)649-6905
person
entry
DATA
Access
with
needed
skills that would be comfortable using the telephone to collect/ re
search information from
a variety of sources. Experience with building
material items and labor
cost is a plus. Also accepting resumes for telesalespersons
phone
marketing PowerClaim
property adjusting/ estimating software. Hawkins Research, Inc. 1304
Chestnut Suite E Murray,
KY 42071 Phone 270753-7001.
OWN a computer?
Put it to work'
up to $500-$2500/hr
PT/FT/month
888-689-7989.
24-hr recording
FREE BOOKLET'
wvvw pcwork4me corn

RESTAURANT
manager needed
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
preferred.
experience
Must be able to work
days. nights. & weekends Pay rate will be dependent on previous
management experience
Apply in person or send
resume to Sonic Drive-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray.
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.
SE EKING Industrial/Clerical Call (270) 759-0650 or
(731) 644-2373

4

100
Business

Opportunity
HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
S635 weekly processing
mail Easy! No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs
120
Computers
KELLERS

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

LEDGER & TIMES
Call

12701753-1916 to place your ad today!

COMPUTER PLACE.
AMD computers. .$699.
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service.
On 121S
436-5933.
9a.m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa] Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140

060

060
Help Wanted

Want to Buy
Help Wanted

ANTIQUES
SMART MOMS
Old toys, advertising
WORK FROM HOME
items, antique furniture
Mail Order
and primitives.
THIS ONE WORKS!
We buy 1 or all!
1-800-429-7902
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
SONIC Drive-In of Murray is now taking appli- CASH paid for good, used
cations for crew mem- rifles. shotguns, & pistols.
bers for all shifts. No Benson Sporting Goods,
phone calls please. Ap- 519 S. 12th, Murray.
ply in person at Sonic
150
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
INSIDE SALES
Artjcles
Murray.
5 Reps needed immediFor Sale
WE are currently acceptately
Guaranteed $300 weekly ing applications for 3rd 16X100 ft. Greenhouse to
pay plus generous bonus shift manufacturing super- sale to highest bidder_ Can
visor and for clerical open- be seen at 500 N. 4th St.
plan
ings Candidate must pos- (270)759-0901.
Requirements:
sess GED or HS diploma
*Closing skills
4 5" Reflecting Telescope
Contact People Plus Inc
*Excellent voice
for sale $150 759-9647
Mayfield
*3 - 5yrs experience
L.P. Gas Refills
Call between 8am-9am at 270-251-3111
Lowest prices in town.
EEOC
only to schedule interview.
New 100lb L.P. gas cly.
759-5880
$79.95. Want to buy used
&Childcare
dc
INSURANCE CLERK for
20Ib L.P. gas tank.
Chiropractic clinic ExperiB&B Brokers,
ence in insurance relations PART-TIME sitter needed
701 South 12th St,
Cal
woman
for
Elderly
and filling for all types of
753-4389.
insurance desired to apply 759-2599 anytime Serious
only.
offers
call 759-1116
MACHINE quilting
LYNN Grove Houseclean- RESPONSIBLE 15 year
$31 50 reg size
ing wanted. 3 days week/ old will do babysitting after
Murray Sewing Center
5 hours,' day. Hourly wag- school and on weekends
759-8400
es. Send name, phone Call 759-9215 Have referNEED Christmas Ideas?
number. and 'references ences
We have Afghans with
to. P.O. Box 1040-R, MurWILL DO GENERAL
western, Rockwell and
ray. KY. 42071
HOUSE CLEANING
hard to find themes NasCall Linda 759-9553
car items, crafts, & more
Visit or call Crossland
Store& Diner 2.5 miles
West on Stateline 4926424
90% Drop & Hook Operation
OVER 5.000 movies,
Minimum Age -IDVD, & video games.
CDL Class A 4Starting at $2.95 for sale
One Year OTR -.Shop early for Christmas
Clean Driving Record =
- Movie World
Benefits!
Good Pay &
753-7670
Most Weekends Home
STORAGE Buildings built
Besitsvay Express, Inc.
on site Lowest price in
area Call 437-4877
800-886-7633 EE
STRAW for sale
www.bestwayexpressinc.corn
$2.00 bale.
759-4718 Night
753-4582. Day
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry-level
truck drivers. No experience necessary Earn
$700+ per week plus benefits No CDL? No Problem! CDL training is now
available in your area.
1-800-242-7364.

KENTUCKY AREA
TRUCK DRIVERS

Now Our
elassifieds
Are On The
Web!

445

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's

450
455
460
470
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column

Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

150

Legal
Notice

STEVE VIDMER

300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440

TROY built chipper/ vac
Excellent condition $550
753-0430

Appliances
AMANA washer & dryer
Like new. $400/ set. 753
3370.
160
Name Fumiahings
ANTIQUE love seat and
two matching chairs. Red
velvet excellent condition.
Appraised for $3,000 will
take $2500. Firm. 7536937
FURNITURE Sale
Nearly new sectional sofa
with 3 recliners and 2 storage units. $1,000 OBO
Blue sectional with 2 recliners. Blue recliner and
blue rocker. Square glass
top table with 4 chairs.
Non smoking home.
753-8413.
NICE sofa and matching
chair $100. Very nice King
size waterbed, complete.
$35. 767-9784.
PINE table w/4 chairs
$150. 492.8611.
Lawn & Garden

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Hilldale Apt's

QUIET family park in ex
clusive residential neigh
borhood with city police
and fire protection, close
to shopping, hospital and
city transit service_ $95 per
month includes city water,
sewer. garbage pickup
Coach Estates at South
16th and Canterbury.
753-3855.

TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
2,'T 2 & t,,3
BDR. APARTMENTS

LAWN Mowing Repair
Tiller, Go-carts.
4-wheelers, ect
Free pickup and delivery.
436-2867
Farm Equipment
1964 Ford 4000 Diesel
New transmission & motor
$5,400 753-2570.
WE PAY CASH FOR
FARM EQUIPT
One Piece to entire lot
Tommy Vance
Farm Equip
Buy Sell Trade
Phone 731-641-0197
Cell 731-697-2397
Click on
www tommyvanceonline com
210
Firewood
tree

220
MUSICSI
BEGINNERS Violin, like
new $150 OBO Please
call 492-8419
Mobile Homes For Sale
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 20yrs. experience_
Licensed & insured in Kentucky, Tennessee & Illinois. 437-3939.
RELIANCE Homes, Inc.
4br, 2 path, living rm, family rm, large kitchen & dinning area, over 1800 sqft
Delivery & setup, only
$43,875 Call toll free
1-866-767-9442
Offer good thru
Nov 16th 2001

wwwlevshoppinglcom

1400 Hillwood,
$415 per month
Great for electronics
Call Century 21
753-1492
APPX 1,500 sq. ft., good
location, heavy traffic.
Rent monthly or long term
lease.
500 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky
Call for more info.
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625.

1 & 2 BR in Farmington
(11 mi. toward Mayfield).
$295 and up. W/D, appliances, water. trash pickup, lawn care provided,
Central H/A. No pets
Ref's req'd. 753-4214 or
345-2748.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR duplex log cabin near
lake Furnished, C/H/A,
water included $250 per
month 474-8272
1BR furnished, no pets
$225/mo
753-3949
1BR, 1 bath. 11/2 blocks
from MSU $195 plus
deposit No pets. References required. Daytime753-3949. ABH- 759-3050_
1BR, 1 bath. 11/2 blocks
MSU W/D hook up. $250.
plus deposit No pets References required. Daytime
753-3949 ABM- 759-3050.
28R Duplex $350 per
month 759-4406

excutive
BEAUTIFUL,
home on 1 acre lot. 4br, 2
bath w/ bonus room. 2 car
garage. Seroius inquiries
only. Available 01/01/02.
270-753-6002
270-210-3458
EAST of Murray. 94E &
1346 area. Cute 1br, $295.
per/ month plus security
474-2520.
EXTREMELY nice manufactured home on private
land. 4br, 2 bath. Back
yard fenced w/deck & 18'
above ground pool, shed.
Almo Area. $450. month
plus security deposit. 7598436, Sam-5pm. leave
message.
FAIRLANE Dr. Spacious
3br, 2ba. C/H/A, appliances $650. plus deposit.
Lease available Dec. 1st.
489-2741
REMODELED 3br Also
5/6 bedroom in Murray. no
pets. 759-4826.

Storage Rentals

(270)437-4113
TDD #1-800-545-1833 ext. 287.
Office Hours - Mon.-Fri. 7:30 am.-4 p.m.

,••••

After hours appts. available or call our
toll free number I-800-837-2509, ext.

410

410
1100 sq ft office area with
2 bathrooms in Spruce St.,
Industrial Park
Call 753-5976

3BR upstairs den. stove &
furnished.
Refrigerator
$400 per month plus deposit. 753-0076

• Staff on site/24 hr. Main • Laundry FacilitiesiClean & Roomy with Updated
Equip • Playground Spacious Closet,• Carpet • Fng & Stove Furnished
• CAVA • Lowly Landscaped Grounds• On Site Secunty (Coming Soon'

Business Rentals

Shop At
For Great
Online
Shopping

Southside Manor Apts
1993 16x80, 3br, 2 bath. 3 & 4brapts avail Diuguid
1, 2 & 3br apts.
All appliances included. Drive Coleman RE 759,
Section 8 housing
C/H/A, 2 porches. Must be 4118
753-8221
moved. $12,800. 474-8583 3br. house.
EHO
FOR sale a 1988 Fair Vis- 1-2,br apts. efficiency
ta, 14x72 mobile home, C/H/A, near MSU.
with carport and storage 753-1252 or 753-0606.
2BR duplex & townhouse
4BR Townhouse.
building on a 6 tenth acre
all applainces furnished,
Special rate
wooded lot at 1211 Lynn
located on Southwood Dr.
Coleman RE
Lawson Road, Murray, Ky.
753-2062 day
759-4118
Approximately 5.1 miles
437-4833
northwest of Murray off EXTRA nice 1 br., 1 bath.
nights & weekends
Hwy. 121. Priced at central gas H&A, applian- 2BR., 1 1/2 bath, covered
$28,000 or best offer,
ces furnished, W&D. 1yr. parking, extremely nice.
For more information
lease, 1 month deposit. No Coleman RE 759-4118.
call 270-767-2265
pets. 753-2905.
2BR., edge of town, washextension 386.
FORREST View Apart- er & dryer. $335. Coleman
ments 1213 N. 16th St., RE 759-418.
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
RED OAKS APTS.
rent $315/ month. Office
Special
2BR furnished, built in ap
Hours, 10- 2. M-F. Call
$100 Deposit
pliances, in Aurora $400
753-1970. Equal Housing
1BR From $280
deposit. $400. a month
Opportunity.
2BR From $325
plus utilities 270-354-9572
MOBILE home available
Call Today!
NICE 2br. Mobile home. $325 Also rent to own
753-8668
No pets. 753-9866.
759-4118
Coleman RE

180

FIREWOOD
Also
service 436-2562

Houses For Rent

Apartments For Rent

Public Sale

Public Sale

CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Nov. 10, 2001 • 10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn, Lynn Grove, KY. From Mayfield
take 121 South through Coldwater, turn south onto Hwy. 1836,
follow to auction. From Murray, KY fake 94 W to Lynn Grove.
Watch for auction signs.
Matching pair of nice antique gooseneck rockers - very nice old oak rocker nice old picture frames - large old fancy wood dough bowl - nice chrome breakfast set from the 50's with 6 padded back & seat chairs - 4 chimneys for oil
lamps - some child's dishes - pocket card sets - some Jim Beam decanters - old
mustache comb & brush in wood case - new Ranson lighter - Zippo lighter still
in box - pet rock still in box - Norelco electric razor - 20 or more pieces that
came from Japan in the 1950s - Occupied Japan .cup & saucer - child's iron very old spin tops - small metal Civil War Cannon Viewmaster with film World War I metal cup - Bank One Cent Indian - Bank Battleship mustard Bank Lucky Joe - metal wood block pulley - dresser set - bud vases - asst. of
scarves - 4 seasons pictures • music box - old fox horn - square dove tail butter
mold - small wood lemon squeeze - shaker sets - collection of 18 dough rollers
- old pitcher & wash bowl - candy dish - small battery charger - emergency road
kit - baby bed - wood table - bar stools - computer desk - microwave & stand 2 kitchen tables - Coca Cola machine - gas tank - electrical gas pump - 5' rotary
utter - truck topper - Christmas tree - willow reindeer - wheelchair - exercise
unit - odd beds - chest drawers - 2-3 drawer file cabinet - vacuum cleaner - electric heaters - 2 sets of auto. washer & dryer - refrigerator - nice gas & electric
cook stoves - glass top coffee & end tables - recliners - odd chairs - color t.v.
w/remote - stereo w/records & 8 track tapes - men's jewelry - 3 Ashley home
heating stoves - nice 5 h.p. Echo mower chipper vacuum bagger self-propelled
- old coins - and much more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W. Thomason - App. Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays'

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, Nov. 17, 2001 • 10:00 a.m.
On Hwy. 80 East of Mayfield, KY.
The Earl Shupe Estate
This large building with concrete floor setting on a 0.6± acre lot
Terms: $2,000.00 down day of auction. Balance in 30 days and passing of deed
For more information or to view this property call...

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall Broker 767-9223
or Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Joseph W. Thomason - App. Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn #1281 Firm 233.3

"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
400
Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
PREMtER MtNISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
-We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
-Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

AKC miniature Dachshund
puppies
Red, short
haired $200 270-8530265

HUGE GARAGE SALE
1 2 miles Wright Rd.
94 E. to 280 - 4/
turn right - 2nd house on left.
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Full & twin beds complete, chest, 2 old,
dreSsers, entertainment center, table & chairs,
antique table & 2 chairs, 2 old stand-up radios,
office chairs, baby bed, stroller, high chair, walker, carrier, table lamps, rod & reel, glassware,
pots & pans, dishes, silverware, small appliances, vacuum cleaner, violin, lots more, sectional w/rechners

FURNITURE
SALE
1706
Holiday Dr.
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.

Couch, chair, 2 occaBOXERS AKC Reg. 1
sional chairs, bookmale. Fawn & white colshelves, drapes, picored perfect 1 female,
tures, lamps, quilt,
dark fawn perfect. Girl
Christmas Village,
tail's done. 1st shots and
much more.
wormed_
270-489-6133
270-210-0724.
"
Ilk 490 1111
/
4111
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2859
Trash IL
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
ifirfl send trg sda Ic tie
REG. Shan-Pei (Wrinkle
dux^ roc a riefi haw la
Dogs) weaned and ready
I nactSe Ciassfixis
to go._ Wooderful_ p_old... _ Area buyers at seam use
he Classifieds every at
black, 1 blue, 1 fawn 7wks
eessdes sweat out tee
old. 731-247-5909
love a Need sofa
Puryear, TN.
SIBERIAN Husky AKC
registered 11 months old,
12701 753-1916
female. white & gray, blue
eyes $250. 474-8272
FREE kittens. 759-1699.

SELL IT.

LEDGER&TIMES

GARAGE SALE

L

Used Cies

Yard Sales

390
Livestock &Supplies

ORCHARD grass hay and
wheat straw for sale $2.00
a bale 731-498-8006

HAY
Nlised grass/clove
Square hales
$2.00 per bale

(5 Party)
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
75 Austin Ct.
(Brandon Place
Subd.)
Johnny Robertson
Rd.
Lots of nice clothes
& shoes up to large,
wide sizes.

YARD SALE
9290 Shady Grove
Road
Thurs.-Sat.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
1.3 mile north of
Hwy. 140 on right.
Christmas items,
collectibles, old
books, antiques,
Beanie Buddies
(Twigs).

GARAGE SALE
1319 Oakhill Dr.

Campbell Estate
Call 753-5677 or
559-3988
Fri. 7 a.m.-?
Sm. furniture, 14x18 ft.
carpet beige, antique
iron baby bed, porch
glider, wicker, exercise
equipment/walk fit,
clothes 14-16,
Christmas items &
household
GARAGE SALE

Party)
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. til ?
641 N. to Radio
Road, 1st house
on right in
Candlelite Estates
(3

Too much to
mention Come
see.

753-0649
111.1V

,till1

ee

Heat Estate

s Out

inorrav ledg,er.com 5555
iiirr3v1lib
tim Isw
ily I e e - AlEtu,•
murrav ledger.coin es ll V1.1111111.1% let.1,20 '

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth

2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967

NICE three bedroom two
full bath home Approximately 5-years-old Twocar garage large lot great
location $88.000 Please
call 270-759-0655

LOTS for sale Starting at
$11.000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
480
Farms For Sale

1991 CR250 Fresh re3800sqft 2 story log build, excellent condition
home-- 13 acres fenced Extremely fast $1500 767wipond-- 60x30 shop 0557
120x50 barn winding
1996 Honda 4-wheeler
arena-- 3 other outbuild- Foreman 400 4x4 $3500
ngs-- 6 miles east of Mur- OBO 489-2945
ay. Phone (day) 753-1844 1999 Harley Soft tail cus(night) 753-7687
Low miles Red
tom
bike
$18,000
Sharp
OBO 753-3370
HONDA 250-X Motor lust
gia ACM."
12 acres of land 436-5064 rebuilt, race ready. Rentha
handle bars, new paint
460
and more 759-3050 or
Homes For Sale
752-7777

i

1601 Kirkwood Dr.
2br. brick, 1 1/2 bath
16x16 screened-deck,
2 car carport, large utility
room,
new
central
gas/H/A, appliances stay
15yrs. old. 753-0870.

Sport Utility Vehicles

2BR. house in Hardin,
good starter home, nice
corner lot. 1 out building.
Asking $14,900.
Call 270-354-8665 after
3pm.
3 Bedroom, _1 _bath, brick
house, in city. Central gas
heat and air, 10x15 barn
type., storage building in
back. 1405 Johnson Blvd.
$73,000. call after 5pm.
753-6939.
3bdrm, 2 bath brick and vinyl.
C/H/A,
orchard,
outbldgs on 4.8 wooded
acres. 6
mi. south.
$69,900. 436-2016.
38R., 1 bath, double lot.
New in 2000: windows,
heat/air, carpet, water
heater, kitchen cabinets.
bathroom, all appliances.
New in 2001; storage shed
and deck. Priced Mid 70's.
Call 759-1794.
3BR., 2 bath approx.
1800sqft. home on 1.1
acre lot Upstairs bonus
room, screened porch, garage. Built in '96 Must
see. 759-2259
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Priced like a fixer upper.
but everything new and
ready to move into. 2br. 1
bath, carport, utility room
$39,900.
435-4632 or 559-8510_

410

410

Public Sale

Public Sale

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Nov. 10, 2001•10:00 a.m.
LOCATION: In Hardin, KY. at 4-way stop, take
Hwy. 80. Follow Hwy. 80 and turn left onto
Pirates Cove Road. Go to stop sign at Club
House. Make right turn, then immediate left turn
onto Mermie Road. Watch for signs.

GARAGE
SALE
311 S. 10th
Fri. & Sat.
8:30-4:00
Something
for
everyone!

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat. Only
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

HOUSE & 2 lots for sale.
Crappie Hollow. $12,000,
at
rented
currently
$215/mo Moved to Fla
Call 386-328-2782.
NEW remodeled, 2 bedroom. Located at 517 S.
7th St. Call after 5:30 pm
(270)753-2452.

1996 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo. Loaded,
leather, CD. hwy miles
V-8 4x4. $5,700. 0130.
492-8514
1997 Grand Jeep Cherokee Limited, V-8, 4x4, every option. 63K mi., Ext
warranty, black w/gold.
$14,000 270-753-3648
SUPER 4X4 SUV
SUPER SAVINGS!
'88 Chevy S-10 Tahoe
Loaded. 99,000 miles
Looks & runs like 10 years
younger. 2 8L , easy on
gas $3775 saves you
$865 now 436-5035.
Used Cars

1989 Buick LaSaber Full
power, good condition
$2.000 489-2304 after
5pm
1989 Lincoln Mark VII
LSC, 119,xxx
miles
$2.900 753-0649

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem
Courtesy Auto
Flex has auto
loans available for
slow pay, medical
bills, divorce,
repossessions and
bankruptcy call

our credit hot line
24 hours
877-937-2886

GARDEN PATIO 1-00ME
Like new custom built and decorated on a
quiet cul-de-sac under ground utilities,
handicapped accessible. 2 BR. 2 bath one has large whirlpool, open living and
dining, laundry in hall, one car garage.
Price reduced S69,900. Call for showing
270-753-5819

Trailer Park on
North 16th St.
clothes and more
Something for
everyone.

767-9825

For more information, or to view prior to Auction
Date, contact Double D Auction at 12701527-8909, or
Remax Real Estate Associates at (2701527-8035.

MOVING
YARD SALE

Real Estate Terms: Ten percimi deposit day of auction Remaindel
an passing of deed Taxes to be prorated. Lead-based paint wait
I,, be issued Announcements made day of auction take precc
'ice s er printed material

8920 State Rt.
121 N.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. till ?
Too much to list,

DOUBLE D AUCTION CO.
Donald(Deb)Rickman, Auctioneer
837 New Hope Road
Calvert City, KY 42029
Phone (270) 527-8909
Dave Dunning, Auctioneer
Ryan Boatright, Apprentice/Auctioneer

, IMMIMM
altiifz(vvm

Toys, crafts,

YOU SHOW US:
'Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income histor
WE SHOW YOU:
•100% loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving progra:,
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Global Mortgage Link
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

www.murra led er.com

must see.

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

We

Do Business in Accordance With The
Federal Fair Housing Law
Me Fair Housing Amendments Ac, of 1988)

jtis Illegal to Discriminate Against Any
"frerson Because of Race, Color, Religion,
Sex, Handicap. Familial Status, or
National Origin
•In the sale or rental of
housing or residential lots

•In the provision of real
estate brokerage services

•In advertising the sale or
rental of housing

•In the appraisal of
housing

'In the financing of
housing

•Blockhusting is also
illegal

Anyone who feels he or ,he
has been discriminated
against may file a complaint
of housing discrimination:

U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development Assistant
Secretary for Fair
Housing and Equal
Opportunity
Washington. D.('. 20410

1-800-424-8590(Toll heel
1-800-424-8529 IT131:0

Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.

270-759-4979

AUTO LOANS

*PAINTING

ELEMENTARY TUTORING
Certified Teacher
$18/hr.

Calloway County Library
Monday - Thursday
4-8 p.m.

Ezi

Vans

1993 Mazda MPV Rea
air, 140,xxx 759-9305

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE Electric
*Commercial,
*Residential,
•Remodel
*Free Estimates
"Quality don't cost it pays"
Dave Myers 759-2488

BUZZ ON OVER TO OUR NEW LOCATION

STOP
3
0
4
9

3

Bankruptcy? Slow Credit? Divorced?
Repossession? Medical Bills?
Financing Available

4
9

Qualify Yourself"'
•Currently employed and gross $1300 per month
'Have proof of residence
•5 Personal references
'Have a current valid driver's license
800-505-5091
Ask for Kenny B.
or 24 Hour Credit Hot Line
1 -877-YES-AUTO • 1-877-937-2886
Tommy Blair's
ode-.

_Auto

EY

7oorn-Zoom MAZDA zoom-zoom
•
• 3049 Irvin Cobb Dr. • Paducah. KY 42003

BUZZ ON OVER TO OUR NEW LOCATION

=Moving=
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-7.53-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb'

=4'1

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
'Carpets .Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
"Quick Drying

Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555

CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
'Lawn Maintenance
•Leaf Pick-up
•Bed mulching
270-753-6772
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
ROY HOLLAND'S
AUTO REPAIR
All Types of Auto Repairs
306 Industrial Road
Monday-Saturday
7 30am-5pm
753-0520

David's Home Improvement
•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•Install braces & floors joists under houses
tor sagging or weak floors.
'
Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•lristall moisture barriers.
We Do All Kinds of Remodeling
David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

731,247-5422
CL_A

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes

in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

'Brick .All External Cleaning

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844
Atlir
(77:
5
;77=7;7e7
"
',N7L

LEAF & yard clean up
Bushogging
Phone 753-8204
ask for Steve Lamb

MOVING

Wasting Your Time!!

"

Call 270-924-9609

753-5827.

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

1 YARD SALE

Illa

M & T Painting

We

Cash only

2824 Cypress Rd.
Take Hwy. 121
South to big
Shamrock sign,
follow signs.
Sat. & Sun.
7 a.m. till ?
Angle iron, flat iron,
tools, pipe, motors,
glassware. Have to
come to see, won't
believe.

1985 Chev Silverado P.0 ,
LB., Auto, Cruise, Tilt,
PS, PL, RW , Cloth Interior.. Carpet, No body
damage. very good condition. 753-4589.
1997 Mercury Grand Mar- 1991 Chevy Silverado
Lew miles 35e Automatic, Mt, cruise,
quis LS
45,500K excellent 'Condi- air 178,xxx mileg Askirig
tion, Prairie can $11,800 $3,900 759-9417
Please call Paul for
474-8366
1997 Toyota Tacoma, 41998
Corvette
free estimate at
Gray wheel drive, regular cab.
w/black interior, removable 5-speed, PiS, P/B. CD,
glass top, auto, new tires, A/C. tilt wheel 90,xxx
Bose Stereo, 19K miles
miles 489-6262 after 5pm
$31,900, will trade
71 Chevy pick-up, long
A-1 AFFORDABLE all DECKS Rooting, Vinyl
2001 Honda Accord DX
wheel base 2 owner,
work Siding Quality Work Free
New car, 14K miles. 60,xxx original miles 759- around hauling, tree
cleaning out sheds gutter Estimates Over 25 Years
$15,900 OBO, will trade
3050 or 752-7777
iunk clean-up 436-2867
Experience Gerald Wal1999 Jeep Wrangler Sport.
A-1 Tree Service
ters 753-2592
6cyl.. 5sp., 4x4 2-top. new
Services Offered
Stump Removal
FALL Cleanup
tires, ally wheels Also
492-8737,
*Leaves, •Tree service.
have Big 0 tires & polishA affordable hauling, junk
437-3044
*Lawn Renovation
ed aluminum wheels 33"
Free Estimates
Leave message
47K miles. $15,900, will clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141
A-1, A-1
559-2705
trade.
Gutter Cleaning
1998 FourRunner Limited. A time to take care of your
436-2867
FENCING
2x4, sunroof, leather, home Affordable work
Midway Fence All types
AHART & Culver
wood grain dash, loaded. done to perfection buildComplete services
Septic Installation
New tires. 85K miles. ing, remodeling, additions,
Reasonable prices
Also top soil and gravel
$17,900, will trade. (cell) porches decks, roofing
Free Estimate Insured
siding, concrete, fences, 437-4838 or (270)559270-752-0160.
Diclue Farley 759-1519.
93 Olds Delta 88 Royal. All furniture design, and resto- 4986
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
ALL Carpentry Service
power & air Reduce to ration Free Estimates
Tnmming. removal stump
From Foundation to
753-4380
$3,800. OBO 435-4114
grinding, firewood InsurFinish
ed 489-2839
18Yrs experience
New Construction•
Remodeling. Repairs.
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
Concrete Work
wanted No lob too small
Auto dealer will arrange financing
AGC Certified
Give us a call Yes we
down
turned
even if you have been
435-4272
clean gutters
before. Loans available for bankPhone 436-5759
ALL Carpentry,
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
Electrical.
rupt, bad credit, no credit. No coPAINTING
New Const. Home & Mosigners necessary.
•For all residential and
bile Home repair, Termite
small commercial
& Water Damage, ReCall Ruthie or Dennis
painting needs
placement Windows Vinyl
753-2222
•36 years experience
Siding, Painting. Deck
*Interior & Exterior
Call Larry Nimmo
24 Hours 1-800-992-7334
*Custom spraying for
753-9372, 753-0353
lawn/patio furniture
1966 Mustang. 289 enBACKHOE & TRUCKING
530
Louver doors shutters
gine, automatic in floor,
ROY
HILL.
Services Offered
*No lob too small
red, new tires, $5100
Septic system, gravel
'Free estimates
753-0430
white rock
Please call 753-8858.
436-2113
1994
Nissan
Sentra,
clean, good condition, 5Satisfaction Guarantee(/
$3,000
speed
OBO
25 Years Experience'
Great first car 753-0472
New Homes & Repaint,
leave message
Matt O'Daniel
1995 Bonneville, blue, excellent condition, 1 owner,
(270)527-1513
99,xxx miles. $5,700. Call
489-2033.
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
JUST reduced 1996 Chev- Decks Home Additions,
rolet Lumina. V-6, white, Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
very clean. P/w. P/L, Garages, Carports, Pole
cruise $4,000. 436-2731.
Barns Metal Buildings,

Metal
Roofing
now manufacture. Buy direct.

Remus Real Estate Associates
xe5.1. Commerce St., Benton, KY

•••-•

1996 Cadillac
Sedase
DeVille White loaded
$12000
1966 original Ford Mustang Coup Red $4 000
474-8810

Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or

Northwinds
Beautiful 3-bedroom wood frame hi qui: located' on
93x94 lot. Approximately 1140 square feet. with living room, dining room. khchen, 2 baths and 1 -car
garage. Also: unfinished basement, central air, wood burning fireplace. 3 beautiful decks, great shade
trees, view of lake, and only 300 yards to boat ramp!
Appliances
included:
refrigerator,
range.
washer/dryer. Association Benefits: Low $96 per
year fee, use of boat ramp and meeting room, airstrip
available, use of shared grounds and ingrOund pool.

Offered

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

!Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Drivev:ay,
Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

Brothers
--1-11) Tree Service
'"
:1----Lamb

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED* INSURED

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Free Estimates
29

Serum,

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Seri

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Tree & Stump
Removal

Prete! Lamb

To Advertise Your Business Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916
To Get More Information.
•71.••

cre

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
530
Swims Offered

530

J&D LAWN CARE &
LANDSCAPING

•Leaf Removal
(270)759-8912
SUNRISE Landscaping
Fall Lawn Maintenance
•Aerating
"Seeding
*Fertilize tree, shrubs, an:
yard
•Leaf Removal
*Mulch
Call Red at 767-9735
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

Statewide
Classifieds

BUILDINGS
*STEEL BUILDINGS
SALE: 5,000+ sizes.
40x60x14, $9,924;
50x75x14,$12,720;
50x100x16, $16,761;
60x100x16, $19,354. Ministorage buildings, 40x160,
32 units, $16,914. Free
brochures. www.sentineibuildings.com Sentinel
Buildings, 800-327-0790,
Extension 79.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•A+ M & M/NESTLE.
Established vending route.
Will sell by: 11/19/2001.
Under $9K
Minimum
Investment. Excellent profit
potential.
Finance
Available/Good
Credit.
Toll-Free: 1-888-333-2254.
•NEW
FRANCHISES
AVAILABLE. Investment
required. Dollar Stores,
MollyMaids,
Fantastic
Sams, Computer Doctor,
Coffee Shops, Payless Car
Rental, Fast Food. 100's
More Available in all markets. Call toll free 1-877792-2801.

FOR SALE
•GET A PC WITH A FLAT
SCREEN! The Gateway
300S with a 15" flat screen
is now just $999 S/H + tax.
Call 1-800-759421991 or
visit gateway.com/paper.
*AFFORDABLE" COVENIENT WOLFF TANNING
BEDS. Low
Monthly
Investments
Home
Delivery. FREE Color
Catalog.
Call Today
1-800-711-0158.
www.np.etstan.com
*COMPLETE SATELLITE
SYSTEM with 2 receivers
installed- for less than
$50.00. Call 502-254-0768
or 1-866-398-3474.
*KISS YOUR CABLE
GOOD-BYE! *Free 2receiver satellite systems
'Free professional installation 'Free 1st month programming. One-time activation fee only $49.
Details: DISH Network 1.888-292-4836.
*WINDOW k SIDING
SALE $69.00 per month.
All credit accepted, no
- money down, life time warranty. Call toll free today.
For free estimate 1-888WEATHER670-3035.
MASTER
PRODUCTS
Some Restrictions Apply.

HELP WANTED
*ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE to service
established accounts and
sell new business in
Lexington and surrounding
areas for several publications. Send resume to
Patricia
Jenkins,
Cynthiana Democrat, P.O.
Box 160, Cynthiana, KY
41031, or pienkins@cynthianademocrat.com.
*LEADS, LEADS, LEADS;
Stop prospecting and driving. Kentucky. Indiana and
West
Virginia
Life
Insurance Agents needed
.for America's only Union"ciWried • Company: Offering
alultline of Life, Disability,Annuities and Senior
Products. Advancement
paid weekly, call Don,800736-0207.
"ADVERTISING SALES
CONSULTANT to sell
advertising for Lexington,
Mt. Sterling & Winchester
area. Send resume and
references to Patricia
Jenkins,
Advertising
Manager,
Cynthiana
Democrat, 302 Webster
Ave., Cynthiana, KY 41031
or email to pienkinsecynthianademocrat.corn.
•AMERICA's AIR FORCE.
Jobs available in over 150
specialties plus: *Up to
$12,000 Enlistment Bonus
'Up to $10,000 Student
Loan Repayment 'Prior
Service Openings Highschool grads age 17-27 or
prior service' members
from any branch, call 1800-423-USAF or visit
www.airforce.corn
U.S
AIR FORCE
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530
Services °tiered

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop
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Horoscopes

Food comforting since 9/11

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

IRVINE, Calif. (AP)- Robert
can't seem to get enough
Zumberge
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Nov. 9,
- a steaming concowboy
coffee
2001:
Has
You could be unusually meticulous this coction of hot java and dark chocoyear. You.. care about details. You also' late miniatures. For Kim Almquist,
Will make FREE estimates for your
-tuft a charming.way of presenting your irs cabdy.
insurance company.
There's something comforting
opinions, which draws others' support.
Request Us If Possible.
Use your increasing people skills. You about certain foods, something that
know what you want. Success stems feels good after so much bad news
DAYS:
NIGHTS:
from groups and your sense of direction. that started with the Sept. 11 terror753-5273
753-6191 • 753-1833
If single, you will meet someone easily, ist attacks.
436-8219
but make sure you have the type of rela"What's one more chocolate?"
tionship you want. The world is your
asked Alruquist.24.."It seems a
oyster this year. If attached- the two of
Statewide
tie strange to be obsessing about
Statewide
you need to focus on what you want
Classifieds
Classifieds
something like that when there's so
together. You could make an unbeatable
much more going on."
.TRAIN
AND
WORK •$$$ CAREER TRAINING team. VIRGO is first a friend.
CLOSE
TO
Zumberge, 49, typically would
HOME! SU "KEEP AMERICA
Choose from one of 7 Job MOVING" "15 Day CDL
twice about indulging his
think
Corps centers across the Course *Financial Aid The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll sweet coffee craving. "But now?
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
state and receive training *Lifetime Job Placement.
Not so much," he says.
right here in Kentucky. Job Call Today, Start Monday 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
People across the country have
Cops staff will help you 1-800-883-0171 www.cdlARIES(March 21-April 19)
plan your career, find a web.com
turned to food-from chocolate to
great job close to home
**** Ease up and worry less about instant mashed potatoes to peanut
and earn more money •CDL TRAINING-Call For day-to-day matters. It's time to put up butter and jelly -to deal with the
Details.
No
Money
Out
Of
when you graduate_ Get
your feet and enjoy those around you. A anxiety of the terrorist attacks and
you •GED or high school Pocket, Earn Up to 42K partner relishes the time you spend
First
Year,
Benefits
For
You
anthrax scares, according to dietidiploma while living on a
Make plans that delight the both tians and psychologists.
Kentucky Job Corps cen- & Your Family, Meals & together.
ter. Residential and non- Transportation Provided, of you, including only the two of you.
"It's hard to measure because
residential programs avail- Tuition Reimbursement Tonight: Remember the first time you people don't know they -are doing
able. Ages 16-24. Call 1- Available, On The Spot met? Play out that moment.
it. But you're hearing it and you're
866-JOB CORPS for more Job Placement. 800-219- TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
seeing
it," said Connie Diekman, a
7593.
. information about a center
***** Your playful yet sensuous
*DRIVERS WITH CDL manner draws others like honey does a registered dietitian and spokesnear You!
•WANT A RAISE? 1 YEAR Class A: Regional Haul. bear. If single, know that this status does- woman for the American Dietetic
experience PAYS .37c/mile Home every weekend. n't need to be your destiny. Think in Association
for company drivers! More Team freight available. terms of what would make you happy.
"The No. I predictor-of-diet-failexperience pays more! Great benefits. Louisville
ure
is stress. The last two months,
When
you're
happy,
so
are
those
around
Hometime! Benefits! 12 and E-Town. 800-334without question, whether people
mos. OTR
required. 9677 ext. 522 or Central you. Tonight: Add steam to a romance.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
feel it or not, has been' A very
Heartland- Express 17800- KY 877-624-8761.
441-4953 www.heartland- •DRIVERS-TRACTOR **** Deal with family or spend time stressful time. People aren't thinkexpress.com
TRAILER 'New Starting ht home. Put up your feet and veg. Do ing about eating healthy."
'Paid only what you want. Think through a
Scale
Pay
MISCELLANEOUS
It's a point punctuated by a re'Earning decision that might involve your work or
Orientation
cent
A.C. Nielsen survey of gro*AFFORDABLE NATIONto $50,0,00 health. Take better care of yourself.
AL "Health Care" program Potential Up
Year 'Full Benefits Check out a new exercise machine or cery store sales that showed a spike
Per
available
nationwide.
in comfort food purchases. It found
'New Model Conventional
Plans
from
$10-$55 Tractors 'Quality Home gym. Tonight: Stay close to home.
snack
food sales increased nearly
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
monthly-entire
family!
Time 'Regional & OTR
12.4 percent in September over the
morning
to
Need agents/managers.
Make
calls
in
the
*****
Drivers Needed. NO STUNo license. 25%-60% com- DENTS PLEASE. Call friends and loved ones. You might want previous year; the sale of instant
missions. Ask about lead ARCTIC EXPRESS 800- to do this before you solidify plans. potatoes jumped almost 13 percent,
program. Jim Bredwell 1- 927-0431 www.arcticex- Spend time doing what you love with according to Information Resources
877-601-9663.
press..com, P.O. Box 129, people you love or adore. If single, a Inc.
NOTICES
Hilliard, OH 43026.
Even Weight Watchers groups
romance could be budding. You feel the
*CHARITY CARS-Donate •DO YOU WANT MORE rush of excitement. Tonight: An old- have reported an unusual number
your
vehicle!
Tax MONEY? What are you
deductible, free tow. We waiting for? We train CDL fashioned date, no matter what your sta- of members saying the attacks have
added an element of stress in mainprovide donated vehicles drivers? Call for details 1- tus.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
taining their diets.
to struggling families. 1- 888-645-8505.
800-442-4451 www.ch'eri- *DRIVER: $0 Down Lease **** Finances direct your decisions,
"There's been a lot of discussion
ty-cars.org.
Purchase! $209.16/week especially those concerning funds and in meeting rooms. In addition to
payments for 2 years, 2 home. Handle in a different way an talking about food, they are talking
REAL ESTATE/REAL
year bumper to bumper investment involving property. You find
ESTATE FOR SALE
warranty!
Average that someone gives you his opinions about emotions. It's unusual to
•NEW LOG CABIN on 3
.92c/loaded
mile.
EDE. whether you want to hear them or not. have the same topic on the top of
acres with free boat slip &
everybody's minds and have it pose
private
lake
access. Call Tony or Bob 1-800- Tonight: Pay bills first.
the same problems," said spokesTennessee
mountains. 553-CRST (2778).
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Near 18 hole golf course. *DRIVER, $1,500 Sign-on ***** You're unusually verbal and woman Linda Webb.Carilli.
$69,900. Terms call 1-800- Bonus. Up to 35c a mile energized. Your words move others, and
For a few, the attacks have had
704-3154 x 237.
loaded/empty.
Direct
your appeal hits a more universal level.
pay.
deposit.
Tarp
RESORTS RENTALS
Assigned conventional. Knowing that timing remains with you,
"'GET MARRIED" Smoky 00's
Call focus on high-priority matters. Clear off
needed!
Mountains, Areas Most
Hornady Today! HIRING your desk and return calls. Good news
Beautiful Chapels,
ONLY THE BEST! 800- waves hello. Tonight: Whatever makes
Ordained Ministers,
441-4271 WET 135
you grin.
Complete Arrangements,
LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*DRIVER
TRAINEES
Honeymoon/Family
NEEDED-Earn While You *** Your intuition carries you through
Cabins, Breathtaking
Learn-Werner and other a problem. Think in terms of gain. You
Views, Fireplaces.
Wedding Arrangements 1- carriers are hiring. 15-Day might be uncomfortable spending money
Training. Weekly home to make Money. Still, you might have lit800-893-7274 Vacation
time available. $650-$900
Lodging 1-800-634-5814
tle choice. Your instincts direct you. If
weekly, plus benefits. Call
smokyweddings.com
you don't feel like something is right, it
1-800-309-0592.
*ROMANTIC CANDLEprobably isn't. Tonight: Do something
LIGHT
WEDDINGS. •$DRIVER TRAINING & for yourself.
Ordained
Ministers, JOB $ Train in 3 to 5 SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Weeks!
Housing,
Elegantly Decorated, Full
***** Whatever you do, it works.
Service Chapel. Photos, Transportation, & Meals
Honeymoon
Cabins. Provided. Great Pay, Don't overanalyze right now, but be
Fourth
Night
Free. Benefits. No Money Down. more direct with others. You find that
Gatlinburg, TN 1-800-933- Tuition Reimbursement you have many supporters and friends
7464. www.sugartandwe& Available, Jumpstart your around you. Focus on key priorities dings.com. E-mail wed- new career! Call TIC 1- both personal and business. You're
dingssugarlandwed- 888-776-3748.
unlikely to get a "no." Tonight: Where
dings.com
your friends are.
•DRIVER/OWNER OPER- SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
TRUCK DRIVERS
ATOR-Up to $1500 Sign- **** You might need to assume
HELP WANTED
On Bonus! At Boyd Bros., more responsibility than you would like
*ATTENTION DRIVERS- our people
are our most
NO EXPERIENCE NECimportant news that you
valuable asset! Great Pay, Someone shares
ESSARY!
TMC Insurance, Steady Freight. cannot share with others. You will be
Transportation needs driv- Hometime
&
Stable making decisions based on this informaers. $650 guaranteed Company! 800-543-8923. tion. Your instincts lead you in the right
weekly. • Potential to earn
direction. Curb emotionalism.. Tonight:
$900 per week or more *DRIVERS: AMERICAN
Out with co-workers and friends.
NEEDS
DRITRUCK
and still get home on
weekends!! For CDL train- VERS. Be trained and CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
employed all in 14 days ***** You land something you realing call 1-800-206-7364.
$40,000 1st yr. no experiability to detach
•DRIVERS-CDL TRAIN- ence necessary! Call now ly want because of your
and take an overview of a problem. Seek
ING get paid while training toll free 1-866-376-6639.
out experts. Contact associates. Share
for placement with major
*DRIVERS, over the road.
information. Others work with you. An
trucking company. Earn big 35
States. Flat with sides,
money! Commonwealth late
matter resolves itself because
emotional
model conventionals.
Truck Driving School, Call
3 year experience. $2,000 of your energy. Tonight: Take off ASAP.
toll free: 877-970-4043.
Sign On Bonus. Start .34c- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
.380 mile+benefits. Call ***** Deal with a partner directly,
*ACCEPTING APPLICA(809)444-6648.
and you will be taken in a new direction.
TIONS for CDL TRAINING!
Finish Training in 14 days. "DRIVERS: Owner opera- A boss or someone important lets you
Earn $35,000 your first tors, small fleets wel- know how much he is on your team.
year. 1000/0 Job Placement comed, vans & flatbeds, Make plans that involve a key person.
Recruiters mileage pay-loaded & Bond in relationships. Tonight: Make
Assistance.
- nice:.
Hiring Daily.'-CA11- -1 -877: empty, stop- off
•
-• •
270-2902. APPLY TODAY! pay: L&N Transportation,' PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Inc., Louisville, KY 1-800**** Understand more of what
*ARE YOU READY FOR 632-4332.
makes others tick. Stepping back allows
ACTION! JOIN J-MAR
reveal what is on
TODAY!
Teams/Solos *DRIVERS: Solos up to others to step up and
easily be delightcould
You
minds.
their
needed. 90% no-touch .45c per mile, Teams up to
freight. Home ften! CDL .484 per mile, Contractors ed by What you hear. You -have reason for
wMazMat, 23 years old 1 .81C all miles. Lease celebration. You still might not want to
yr. OTR required. 1-888- options available. (No share all your feelings immediately.
216-5627.
money down) Fuel incen- Tonight: Go along with another's suggestives, increased holiday tions.
0$BIG MONEYS N.T.S. orientation pay & more!
Company (No CDL. No Exp., Need
Placement
Drivers! Training)& Call Burlington
Needs
Inexperienced Up to $600. Motor Carriers 1-800-583Experienced up to $1000. 8809.
Pay up to .42 cpm. Paid
Training, If You Qualify. 1- "DRIVERS-HOME EVERY
Tractor WEEKEND, No NYC.
888-781-8556
Trailer Training
Company: Start up to .36C
Superior
mile,
a
*YOUR OPPORTUNITY Insurances and Benefits.
WITH SMX IS HERE! Late Owner Operator: .83C a
OF MURRAY AND
Model Pete's, KW's. Full mile, fuel surcharge, Paid
r'./11 ! OWAY COUNTY IN1
Plate/Permits/Fuel
Base
benefits package! Great
Reimburse
freight lanes! Guaranteed Taxes.
Lease
home time! CDL required. Tolls/Scales.
Program
Call Today, 1-800-247- Purchase
Available, 1-800-948-6766.
8040 www.smxc.com
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24 RR. WRECKER SERVICE

the opposite effect-an incentive need the added stress of carefully
to be healthy. Donna Guerriero, 35, watching what they eat.
says the events of the last two
In New York, marketing conmonths have helped her with the sultant and trend watcher Faith
diet she began the week before Popcorn said she believes comfort
Sept:, 11.
eating .won't disappeaj any. time
"I had already made a commit- soon.
"It's not going to play itself out.
ment to myself," said the Tustin office manager who has shed 20 I think it's going to get deeper," she
said.
pounds.
She admits she's fallen victim to
At Jenny Craig International,
there was no discernible difference it, too.
"I'm eating as much as I possiin the number of clients, said
spokeswoman Gail Minginelli. --bly can. I'm eating M&Ms and poBut while some may be focusing tato chips and soggy, soaky foods,"
on health, others say they don't she said. "It's stress."

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
s14.95
(. most cars & trucks)

*0n

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street• 753-5606

DMT Furniture ,
NOW IN MURRAY
New * Used * Consignment Furniture

Custom Made

Accessories

Come see our couches, chairs, bedroom suites.
Check out our great prices on new mattresses & box springs.
Now taking consignment merchandise & buying used furniture.
944 S. 12th St., Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.(Next to Murray Sewing Ctr.) 767-9100

,S)CRAWFORD'S
BAR-11-QUE
Almo, KY• 753-1934
(Serving The Best BBQ, Ribs, Pork & Chicken;
*Homestyle Vegetable Plates *Sandwiches *Burgoo
*Pizza *Salads *Homemade Desserts & More

SERVING HOURS
Mon. & Tues. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.; Wed.-Fri. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. Closed
Special pick-up orders by appointment on weekends.

*********

VETERAN'S DAY CELEBRATION
WEST KENTUCKY
FACTORY OUTLETS

SAVINGS IN EVERY STORE!!
LIVE BLUEGRASS MUSIC
SATURDAY
3-5 PM

CALL

CRIME*
SIOPPERS

THE NEW KENTUCKY TRAVELERS
& THE TYREE BROTHERS
II

BRING YOUR LAWN CHAIRS!
FREE REFRESHMENTS!
947

HOURS MON THURS 10 - 7 PM • FRI & SAT 10- 8 PM • SUN 12 -6 PM

(270) 753-9500
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HWY.62/641 AT KY 93 EDDYVILLE,KENTUCKY

DEAR DR. GOTT: What can be
done to cure a viral infection? I know
that antibiotics are ineffective, but I'm
in the throes of my second bad case of
bronchitis in less than a year. Could
cigarettes play a role?
DEAR READER: You're correct
that viruses are not affected by antibiotics, although some viruses are killed
by anti-viral medication, such as aeyclovir and others. These microorganisms shrug off standard anti-bacterial
therapy, such as penicillin and sulfa.
Therefore, most responsible physicians discourage the use of antibiotics
for routine viral infections, reserving
anti-viral drugs for more serious
infections, such as .shingles.
Fortunately, most people with normal
immune systems successfully combat
viral infections with little more than
rest, additional fluids and over-thecounter remedies to reduce fever and
alleviate symptoms.
Bronchitis is usually raused by
viruses. However, repeated attacks of
bronchial infection usually mean that
bacteria have moved into tissues that
were first weakened by viruses. In
such cases, antibiotic therapy usually
eradicates these "opportunistic" bacteria.
Finally, cigarette smoke can certainly make matters worse by further

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

5.00%
(November,2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of. rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.000o,Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

DR. GOTT

reducing the lungs' defenses.
I believe that you need a sputum
culture. By analyzing the mucus you
cough up. the doctors can identify the
cause of the infection and administer
the proper medicine. Ask your physician to advise you.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please settle a
family argument about three issues:
1) Does licorice increase blood pressure? 2) Is it wrong to take certain
medications with grapefruit juice? 3)
Do calcium pills block the effectiveness of other medicines when taken
together?
DEAR READER: Yes to all three
questions.
Some people, especially those with
hypertension, appear to be very susceptible to the effects of licorice in any
form, which can raise blood pressure
often to high levels depending on the
amount of licorice and how frequently
it is ingested. Therefore, patients with
hypertension should avoid licorice, as
well as salt in the diet.
Grapefruit juice affects one of the
body's enzyme systems, called the
cytochrome P450, which degrades
many medications. Hence, taking
medicine along with the juice may
lead to unpredictable drug levels and
possible toxicity. Not all medicines
are thus affected, but hundreds are.
Therefore, if you are taking prescription drugs you should ask your doctor
— or better yet, your pharmacist —
about any potential interactions.
Calcium is a mineral that can
substances.
other
absorb
Consequently, when swallowed with
medicine, it may block absorption,
leading to sub-optimal therapeutic
levels in the body. For this reason, I
advise taking calcium supplements at
a different time — for example, during
meals, long before or after other medicines are ingested.
CopyrIght 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
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I'M IN LUCK,
HE ISN'T IN
516HT

WHAT'S I HAVE BLONDIES MEATLOAG
IN MY LUNCH BAG AND I'M
WITH
ALL THE APRAID THE S055
WILL TAKE IT
SNEAKING
AROUND?

I

0 pus...rasp

c .

cmv
NO, THANKS.
I DON'T
NE.E.0 A
WHOLE OUTFIT

WE HAVE
SOME

LOVEL4
SUITS

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

11 alsT WANT TO TRs-1
ONE. OF THEsE
A COUPLE OF THOSE...
A SAMPLE OF THAT...

DEAR ABBY: When you printed
my letter about the thousands of
former prisoners of war who had
never gone to the Department of
Veterans Affairs about benefits
available to them, you touched many
lives. It has enabled many former
POWs and/or their spouses or
widows to finally receive benefits
due them. We American Ex-Prisoners of War hive been extra-busy
because of what you did.
Our work is all volunteer. The
rewards come when we get letters
like the one I'm enclosing from "Mrs.
K"in Oklahoma.
Mrs. K.'s daughter talked with
me about her father, who died 15
years ago. It turns out 1 was in the
same German POW camps as her
father. His best buddy and I could
write nearly identical letters about
our forced march in blizzard conditions in northern Germany in January 1945.
She told me: "I have four sisters.
We all agree that this is the most
excited our mother has been in a
very long time. Words do not adequately express our gratitude."
Abby, if you would consider
including Mrs. K's letter in your
column, it would no doubt reach
more World War II and Korean War
POWs who need a nudge.
FRED CAMPBELL,
SAN ANGELO,TEXAS

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of members of the Murray Public Works
Utilities collecting leaves on Elm
Street. Crews will be working in the
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for southeast part of the city the rest of
printing Fred Campbell's letter. My the week. The collection will conhusband has been deceased since tinue through Dec. 2.
1986. He was a B-17 pilot during
Births reported include a girl to
World War II and was lithot down Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker, Oct. 1; a
May 4, 1944. He was a prisoner of boy to Vicky and Dale Heath and a
war until April 29, 1945, and the
girl to Stacy and Dale Clark, Nov.
conditions were deplorable.
After reading the letter from Mr. 2; a boy to Cheryl and Max Parks,
Campbell, my daughter contacted Nov. 4.
American Ex-Prisoners of War for
Janice McBride of St. Louis,
more specific information about the Mo., is one of the featured speakers
legislative changes regarding former at the Ladies Retreat being held
POWs and special benefits available. Nov. 3-10 at Christian
Community
Mr. Campbell followed up my daughChurch.
ter's inquiry personally.
Twenty years ago
For years before his death, my
Published is a picture of Hal
husband suffered from puzzling ailments. One of the most puzzling was Kemp, registered respiratory therabouts of swollen feet. Mr. Campbell pist and chief of Murray-Calloway
recognized that as a possible symp- County Hospital respiratory thertom of ischernic heart disease.
apy, speaking at "Pharmacology
Fortunately, my husband kept
Update" workshop, sponsored by
good records, and we had an autopsy
done when he died. Those records Western Kentucky Hospitals Educaenabled the VA to decide favorably tion Consortium, at the local hospion my behalf and determined that ta tal.
after all these years that my husTerry W. Bourland, senior at
band's death was, in fact, service- Calloway County High School, has
related. The additional benefits I am been named Top Century III Leader
now receiving have helped relieve in a
competition at the high school,
tremendous financial worries for me.
Had I not seen your column, I according to Jerry Ainley, principal.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lee Lyons
would not have pursued a review of
my husband's records. You have pro- were married 55 years Nov. 6.
Thirty years ago
vided a wonderful service to your
readers. Thank you again.
Despite miserable weather conMRS. K, ditions homecoming at Murray
WIDOW OF AN AMERICAN EX-POW State University on Nov. 6 was
warm and happy for Donna Biegert,
e
senior from Bricktown, N.J., who
Dear Abby is written by Pauline
was named homecoming queen.
Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
Coach Bill Furgerson's Racers also

letter, the writer hears from
long-lost friends and acquaintances. But In the case of Ms.
Moore, I'd say 200 years is a
record. Read on:

The One That Got Away
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CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
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ELLti I CAN'T BELIEVE you
GAVE MI1KE AND DEANNA
ALL OUR REO ROOM FUR I'M SORRA.).
UOHN—WETALKED
• ABOUT
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THAT WAS BEFORE
11-1Eki BORROWED MONEV
FOR THEIR RENT! WERE
ALSO HELPING To SUPPORT ELIZABETH-AND

THE STORE
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JUST
BARELV
TURNED
A PROFIT,
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—
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1•1EW
THING-S 1

WE SHOULD HAVE LET
THEM FIND SECONDHAND STUFF IN THE
PAPER —THERE'S
vvAys GREAT STUFF
IN THE
PAPER ('a.

WHAToHA DOING,MOM'?
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RIGHT

Wtion)
GAFtIFIIEL_CO

1 Gave food
4 Stocking
parts
8 It may be
slung
11 "Vive le
12 Country
estate
13 Coronado's
desire
14 Credit
16 Treat badly
18 Use a
stopwatch
19 Busy as —
20 Whack
22 Gave money
back
26 In a while
28 Political
campaign
29 Roman
eleven
30 Prospector's
find
31 Missouri
mountains
33 Balance-

MAY I BORROW
A CUP OF SUGAR?

IF

sheet guru
34 Sitcom
medium
35 No
warranties
(2 wds )
36 Deride
38 Came to
pass
41 Merely
42 Mil branch
43 Kind of
squad
45 Italian
seaport
47 Serious
50 Ht
51 Ladder parts
53 Funny
Charlotte
54 Insult
slangily
55 Designer St
Laurent
56 White or Red
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Mq FOOT IS ASLEEP,
BuT Mq TOES ARE AWAKE!

Lt.)i-iAT 6000 DOES IT
DO FOR THE 11:1E5
TO STAK AklAKE:)

Local Mail

a

$25.00
$50.00
$85.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
I yr.
11-8 02001 United Feature Syndicate
3 Give a
command
4 Rome's river
5 Bullring shout
6 Loop train
7 Ten-dollar
bills
8 Lowed
9 Coffee server
10
"

WI ill•
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...is
r

$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

(Calloway. Graves & Marshall)
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in ill
a

11,1 ES

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

1
.
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Five years ago: Three days after
his re-election. President Clinton
said at a news conference that there
always are "a lot of hard feelings"
after elections, but he urged Republicans to put aside politically
charged investigations and work
with him to balance the budget and
enact campaign finance reform.
One year ago: A statewide recount began in Florida, which
emerged as critical in deciding the
winner of the 2000 presidential
election. Early that day, Vice President Al Gore telephoned Texas
Gov. George W. Bush to concede.
hut called back about an hour later
to retract his concession. Waco special counsel John C. Danforth released his final report absolving the
government of wrongdoing in the
1993 siege at the Branch Davidian
compound in Texas.

Home Delivery

mil

11

In 1933, President Roosevelt created the Civil Works Administration, designed to create jobs for
more than four million unemployed.
In 1966, Ronald Reagan waselected governor of California.
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1 Monastic title
2 Aurora. to
Socrates
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 8, the
3I2th day of 2001. There are 53
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 8, 1923, Adolf Hitler
launched his first attempt at seizing
power with a failed coup in Munich,
Germany. the "Beer-Hall Putsch."
On this date:
In 1837, Mount Holyoke Seminary. a college exclusively for
women, opened in South Hadley,
Mass.
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helped by winning 16 to 6 over
Austin Peay Governors in the mud.
at old Cutchin Stadium.
Army Specialist Four James A.
Thomas, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Thomas, has been assigned to 18th
Field Artillery at Fort Sills, Okla.
Forty years ago
Billy Tidwell, James Brandon
and Baron.Palmer were elected as
new officers of the Kirksey Adult
Farmer Class, taught by W.H.
• Brooks.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Bradley, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Conner, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Beaman, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Lee Edwards, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Parks and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Stone.
Lt. Col. John Pasco will discuss
"Civil Defense for Our Country" at
a meeting of the New Concord
School PTO on Nov. 9.
Fifty years ago
The 10th annual Calloway
County Beef Show and Sale held at
Murray Livestock Yards Nov. 5 and
6, sponsored by Calloway County
Farm Bureau, was a great success.
The 4-H and FFA members sold
36,230 pounds of beef for
$14,373.91. Local businesses and
persons purchased the beef from the
Calloway members.
Mrs. G.B. Scott, Mrs. A.F.
Doran, Mrs. H.C. Corn, Mrs. M.O.
Wrather and Mrs. L.E. Owen are t.
new officers of the Murray Rose
and Garden Club.

P.S. Another nice thing you did
was to forward a letter to me from a
Ms. Moore in New York. She had
seen my letter in your column and
wrote to ask for help in locating
someone who might have known her
father, a bombardier/navigator who
flew flying missions out of Assam,
India. (Naturally, the plane's name
was "My Assam Dragon.") Ms.
Moore never knew her father. He
died on his last mission in World
War II. I put her in touch with the
China-Burma-India Association.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
She said in her letter that her
father was part of a Moore family in
Harrison County, Ky., going back
200 years. Well, my mother was a
Moore — and her family came out of South dealer.
Yet the contract is as cold as a
Harrison County, Ky., same era. So Both sides vulnerable.
mackerel if declarer, aware that
it's possible you have connected some
the opening lead might be a singleNORTH
kinfolks.
ton, takes steps to guard against
+ 54
that possibility. All he has to do to
K 54 2
DEAR FRED: It's letters like
ensure 10 tricks is to play low from
•9 2
yours that make writing this
his hand on the queen ofdiamonds!
• J 853
column a thrill. rm gratified to
True,this is an unnatural play,
EAST
WEST
know that we were able to help
but it is the right thing to do be+9
10872
+
Mrs. K.from Oklahoma. I am frecause it guarantees the contract
V Q8
J 9 76 3
quently told that when I print a
•AQJ 1063 against everything short ofa volca•5
nic eruption. There is a substantial
4K 10 7 2
+964
dangerthat West may have a singleSOUTH
ton diamond,and the advantage of
4AKQJ 6 3
duckingthe diamond queen at trick
V A 10
two becomes apparent once de•K 8 7 4
clarer stops to think about it.
4A
After the queen of diamonds
The bidding
North East wins, East cannot do any harm to
West
South
declarer, even if he next plays the
2•
1 NT
Pass
1+
jack of diamonds — which South
4+
Opening lead — five of diamonds. also ducks.In that case,West would
score a trump trick, but that would
Some plays go very much be the last trick for the defense.
The virtue ofduckingthe queen
against the grain, but that is not a
diamonds at trick two can be
of
make
to
failing
for
reason
good
them when the occasion calls for more readily appreciated if South
it. Consider this deal where West realizes that he is looking at ten
leads a diamond to East's ace and tricks — six spades, two hearts, a
East returns the queen of dia- club and the king of diamonds —
after East wins the opening diamonds.
Let's assume South covers mond lead with the ace. All de-with the king, ruffed by West, and clarer has to do is to make sure
I HAvE
that a heart is returned. There is that the king of diamonds doesn't
THE "SHOPPIES:'
nothing South can do now to save fly away at trick two. Ducking the
the contract, and eventually he queen of diamonds, and ducking
loses two more diamond tricks to the next diamond if necessary, assures that that will not happen.
go down one.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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10 Half-star
movie
12 Vigor's
partner
15 Not green
17 Actress
Russo
19 Nowhere
near
20 Laziness
21 Insect stage
23 Delete
24 Force out
25 Journal
27 Kitchen herb
32 Brass
component
33 Some
basketball
players
35 Lhasa —
37 Midday
39 Football plays
40 Tows along
44 Apr 15 org
45 Run around
alot
46 Cotton gin
name
47 U-turn from
WSW
48 Brazil's —
Paulo
49 Dallas' St
52 Harmful ray
(abbr )
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Racer Football

Contraction talks
Young
McCorkle:
could start today Skyhawks improved
Phoenix honors

NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball
and union representatives could
meet as soon as today to discuss
which teams will be eliminated, pos
sibly before the new season starts
PHOENIX (AP) — Bob
next spring.
Brenly,
three days removed from
A day after owners voted to
leading
the Arizona Diamondget rid of two clubs — with Monbacks to this city's first protreal and Minnesota the likeliest
fessional sports championship,
— former commissioner Fay Vintold a celebrating crowd to get
cent criticized owners for making
ready for another one.
their decision without consulting the
After cheers and confetti
union.
rained
down on the World Series
Baseball's labor contract expired
in a parade before
champions
at midnight Wednesday, and talks
300,000 fans
an
estimated
about shrinking the league appear
Brenly
praised those
Wednesday,
likely to get caught up in negoOne
Ballpark
Bank
packed
into
tiations for a new collective barwill be
guaranteed
there
and
gaining agreement.
celebrate
in
reason
to
another
The union maintains owners
2002.
need the-permission of players. to
"We're proud that you came
eliminate teams; management dishere and stood up to those
out
agrees, saying it has to bargain
fans," Brenly said on
Yankees
only on the mechanics of confield where Arizona
same
the
-traction, -Sat as dispersing playSunday night with.'
the
title
won
ers.
comeninth-inning
dramatic
a
"The lawyers in baseball have
York.
"Spring
New
back
over
been so wrong in labor matters."
training starts in -98 days. We'll
said Vincent, baseball's commisbe back up here a year from
sioner from 1989 until 1992. "It
today."
probably puts baseball off on the
Third baseman Matt Williams
wrong foot, and that's too bad."
differed
with Gov. Jane Hull,
During the World Series, manwho
told
the crowd there was
agement asked that players be
feeling
than a World
better
no
available for a meeting Thursday,
Series
victory.
familiar
with
the
talks
one person
"With all due respect to the
said Wednesday, on the condition
governor,
it does get better than
he not be identified.
this
if
we
win another one,"
expected
Several players were
Williams
said.
to attend, but there was a chance
the meeting, could be scrapped at
plans to file a federal lawsuit against
the last minute, the person said.
In Minneapolis, a hearing is major league baseball if owners
scheduled Thursday in Hennepin move forward with contraction.
County District Court, where Dis- The suit would 'claim owners are
trict Judge Diana Eagon issued a illegally folding two teams to
temporary restraining order against increase market share for the rest.
"If you had 30 owners of banks
the Twins and major league baseget
together in a room and agree
ball.
The Metropolitan Sports Facil- to buy out two of the banks for
ities Commission sued Tuesday to purposes of increasing their marcompel the Twins to honor their ket share ... you'd have an antitrust
lease to play in the Metrodome, suit tiled by somebody," he said.
which runs through next season. The owners are interfering with
Minnesota Attorney General open competition, he said.
U.S. Sen. Paul Wellstone, DMike Hatch said Wednesday he

world champs

Minn., said he would introduce
legislation Thursday that would
revoke major league baseball's
antitrust exemption, hoping to use
it as leverage in preventing the elimination of the Twins. In 1922, the
U.S. Supreme Court decided baseball was a sport and not interstate commerce, and was exempt
from antitrust laws.
"This is a good shot across the
bow," Wellstone said. "It's a meswage to owners, you might get
people angry enough and lose the
exemption"
Some courts, most notably the
Florida Supreme Court, have read
the decision more narrowly and
applied it only to the reserve clause
that ties players to their teams
an interpretation Hatch agrees with.
"The issue today is did those
people get together to act like a
business and, if so, does an exemption apply- to them?" Hatch -said.
Baseball owners want to eliminate financially weak teams that
took a large share of the $160
million in revenue sharing money
that is being transferred from the
large markets to the small markets this year.
Conunissioner Bud Selig said the
two teams to be eliminated would
be determined later, but other owners said Montreal and Minnesota
were the primary choices, with
Florida, Oakland and Tampa Bay
more remote possibilities.
There is little support among
baseball owners to remain in Montreal, which averaged just 7,648
per game at Olympic Stadium last
season. Minnesota contended for
much of the season and averaged
22,287.
However, Twins owner Carl
Pohlad is close to Selig and could
receive far more in a contraction
payment than he would if he sold
the team.
Minnesota sold 5,600 season
tickets last year and is selling season plans for next season. Singlegame sales don't start until Feb.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
When it comes to athletics,
most people measure success
through wins and losses.
However, that may not be the
best way to judge the TennesseeMartin Skyhawk football team
— or at least not for secondyear head coach Sam McCorkle.
Despite his team's dismal 18 record this season, McCorkle
genuinely feels that he and his
staff are making progress in their
attempt to revive the UTM program.
"We have a very, very young
said
team,"
McCorkle,
who -is in the
process of reshaping a Sky- hawk
roster
that includes
27 freshmen
sophoand
mores on the
two-deep rosMcCORKLE
ter."We're better than what we have been, but
we're still not where we want
to be."
Martin's lone victory of the
season came on Sept. 13 when
it defeated visiting Kentucky Wesleyan 34-14 at Skyhawk Stadium. But Skyhawk fans have had
very little to cheer about otherwise, dropping eight other games
— including four consecutive
losses in Ohio Valley Conference play.
The Skyhawks were pounded
by league leader Eastern Illinois
(56-16) last weekend and also
fell decisively to second-place
Tennessee State (55-7) and to
Eastern Kentucky (42-10).
UTM led Southeast Missouri
State 30-24 heading into the
fourth quarter of its Oct. 6
matchup at Cape Girardeau, but

game?
"They're a very explosive team
that is capable of scoring a lot
When: Saturday,
of points on anybody," McCorkle
130 p.m. CST
said of the Racers. "Murray State
Where: Roy
has got a very good football
Stewart Stadium:
team.
Their record (3-5) is not
Murray, Ky.
an indication of how good they
Records: MSU
(3-5), UTM (1-8,
are."
0-4 OVC)
A pleasant surprise for MSU
Last Meeting:
year has been a defensive
this
MSU 48,
unit that has kept the team in
UT-Martin 3
games for much of the season.
saw the lead and the game slip Despite allowing their opponents
away due in part to a costly 413.1 yards per game in total
Racers have
offense, the
penalty.
employed
a
bend-but-don't-break
"We had a lead and we had
moved the ball into their terri- philosophy under new coordinatory, but a penalty helped kill - For 'Mike Vite.
"Defensively, they can run all
that drive," McCorkle noted. "If
over
the field and they will get
it
on
in
we could have taken
some people," McCorkle
after
and scored right there, we might
claimed.
"I think (head coach
have won' that game ... We've
has to be very
Pannunzio
Joe)
win
had some other chances to
with
the
way they've
pleased
games too, but it just hasn't hapyear.
They've
defense
this
played
pened for us."
better
than a
certainly
played
One bright spot for the Skyteam."
three-win
hawks this season has been a
When UT-Martin visits Roy
running game that ranks second
Stewart
Stadium on Saturday,
in the OVC at 214.3 yards per
one Skyhawk will be returning
game.
Leading the way in-AJTM's to his hometown.
Former Murray High standoption-based attack is the quarout
Alan Chase, a junior offenRobert
of
sophomore
terback duo
lineman at UTM, will be
sive
Hines and true freshman Shane
opposing sideline when
on
the
Williams. Joining that tandem is
the
Racers
battle the Skyhawks
a stable of accomplished backs
that includes sophomore Damien in a 1:30 p.m. contest.
Chase, who is expected to
Harris, Arthur Bryant and Marsee
time at center on Saturday,
tin Westview High product
was elected as a captain for the
Kendrick Edwards.
"Our offensive line has played Murray State game by his teamwell for us, and that has enabled mates.
"Alan is one of the most
us to run the football a.little
respected
players on our team
bit," McCorkle said."We've been
—
that's
one
of the reasons he
about to do some good things
as a captain for
was
selected
running the ball ... Our kids are
this week's game," McCorkle
still playing hard for us."
But the question is: Will the said."He's a very important part
Skyhawks be able to keep up of our football team. He's going
with a Murray State offense that to be a big factor in helping us
is averaging 393.3 yards per get this program turned around."

MSU vs. UTM

Racers to
take on
VASDA USA

Block party in Toronto as
Raptors reject 24 shots
By The Associated Press
Every now and then, the Toronto Raptors are
credited with an inordinately large number of blocked
shots.
It happened last March, and it happened again
Wednesday night as the Raptors were credited with
an NBA-record 24 blocked shots in a victory over
Golden State.
Hakeem Olajuwon had nine blocks, while Vince
Carter, Antonio Davis, Keon Clark and Tracy Murray each had three as Toronto beat Golden State
109-92. The Raptors set the previous mark of 23
against Atlanta last March 23.
"Twenty-four blocks?" Golden State's Antawn
Jamison said. "Are you kidding me? I know we
missed a lot of layups, but man! I know for sure
that Hakeem didn't have nine. He can't even get
up now. I'm surprised as anybody."
Golden State coach Dave Cowens said it was
crazy and put the blame on an overgenerous stat
keeper.
"Maybe some of the layups that we missea, were
so bad that they called them blocks," said Cowens,
who pointed at the woman keeps track of blocks
and said, "Your fingers must be tired!"
In other games. Boston beat Washington 104-95,
Indiana beat Sacramento 116-104. Utah beat Atlanta
96-89, New York beat Cleveland 82-64, Detroit beat

Chicago 97-73 and the Los Angeles Clippers beat
Memphis 108-92.
Carter scored 39 points, was 6-of-9 from 3-point
range, grabbed a season-high 10 rebounds and had
six assists for the Raptors, who have won three
straight..
Carter made five of his seven 3-point attempts
in the third, when he had 20 points to tie his team
record for points in a quarter. Carter last had 20 in
a quarter against Phoenix on Dec. 30, 2000.
"Finally," Carter said. "It was a good feeling to
actually step up and start hitting the jump shot."
Danny Fortson's jumper gave Golden State a onepoint lead early in the third, but Toronto followed
with a 15-3 run as Caner made three 3-pointers. He
later hit consecutive 3-pointers, giving Toronto a
21-point lead with 1:18 left in the third.
Celtics 104, Wizards 95
At Boston, Michael Jordan scored 32 points, the
most in the five games of his comeback, and gave
Washington an 81-80 lead with a three-point play
that ended an 11-0 run with 7:16 left.
But the Wizards never led again as five Celtics
scored in double figures, led by Antoine Walker
with 31.
Walker, scoring inside against smaller defenders.
had 31 points on 11-of-15 shooting, was 8-of-9 from
the line and added 10 rebounds and nine assists.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8t Times
The Murray State men's has-ketball team will play its final
exhibition game of the 2001 pretonight
season
when the Racers
take on VASDA
USA at 7 at the
Regional Special
RACERS
Events Center.
In its exhibition
debut last Saturday, Murray produced five double-figure scorers
in a 111-85 triumph over the EA
Sports All-Stars.
Chris Shumate and Antione
Whelchel scored 18 points apiece
to pace the Racers, who shot 58
percent from the floor against the
EA Sports All-Stars.
MSU opens the 2001-02 seaDouglas C Pizac/AP Photo
son on Nov. 17 when it welcomes
PROVIDING THE D'...Utah Jazz forward Bryon Russell (3) West Florida to RSEC. The Raclocks up Atlanta Hawks forward Shareef Abdur-Rahim dur- ers will also host Colorado Springs
ing the fourth quarter of Wednesday's game in Salt Lake (Nov. 19) before traveling to rival
Western Kentucky on Nov. 24.
City. The Jazz beat the Hawks 96-89.
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Murray State University vs. Tennessee Martin
Saturday, November 10 at 1:30 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
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NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pct.
W
L
1
750
New Jersey
3
600
Boston
3
2
500
Miami
2
2
2
3
400
New York
400
Orlando
2
3
Washington
2
3
400
0
4
.000
Philadelphia
Central Division
W
L
Pct.
1 000
3
0
Milwaukee
1
4
Detroit
.800
4
2
.667
Indiana
3
2
.600
Toronto
2
2
Charlotte
.500
3
Chicago
1
.250
1
4
.200
Atlanta
5
Cleveland
1
.167
Wednesday's Games
Toronto 109, Golden State 92
New York 82, Cleveland 64
Boston 104, Washington 95
Indiana 116. Sacramento 104
Detroit 97, Chicago 73
Utah 96, Atlanta 89
L A Clippers 108 Memphis 92

GB
—
0.5
1
1.5
1.5
15
3
GB
—
—
0.5
1
1.5
25
3
3.5

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Pct.
W
L
0
1 000
Minnesota
4
1
4
800
Dallas
4
1
Houston
800
2
600
San Antonio
3
4
Utah
2
333
Denver
3
1
250
Memphis
0
5
Ct00
Pacific Division
W
L
Pct.
4
0
L.A. Lakers
1 000
Sacramento
4
1
800
400
Golden State
2
3
2
3
400
L.A. Clippers
Phoenix
2
3
400
Portland
2
3
400
400
Seattle
2
3
Today's Games
San Antonio at Charlotte, 6 pm
Seattle at New Jersey, 630 p.m.
Miami at Milwaukee, 7 p.m.
Chicago at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Denver at Dallas, 7:30 p.m.
Atlanta at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
Philadelphia at Houston, 8 p.m.
LA Clippers at Portland. 9 p.m.

GB
05
0.5
1.5
3
3
4.5
GB
0.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
11
1
1-1
24
N.Y. Islanders
17
7
1-0
N.Y. Rangers
8
7 4
0-1
15
New Jersey
Philadelphia
6
5
3-0
15
2-1
15
Pittsburgh
6
7
Northeast Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
9
4
1-1
20
Toronto
7
3
3-2
19
Boston
7
6
1-0
15
Ottawa
14
7
1-1
Buffalo
6
12
Montreal
7
2-0
5
Southeast Division
W
L
T-OL Pls.
Carolina
8
6
1-2
19
Washington
2-0
12
5
8
2-1
11
4
8
Florida
4
8
1-1
10
Tampa Bay
3
8
1-2
9
Atlanta
Two points for a win, one point for a tie
and overtime loss.
Wednesday's Games
New Jersey 3, Atlanta 2
Florida 2, Pittsburgh 0
San Jose 2, Dallas 2, tie
Detroit 3, Phoenix 1
Calgary 3 Anaheim 3, tie

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
26
Detroit
13
3
0-0
10
4
3-0
23
Chicago
7
4
3-0
17
St. Louis
Nashville
2-0
12
5
8
2
9
4-0
8
Columbus
Northwest Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
Calgary
23
10
2
1-2
Edmonton
5
1-1
22
10
7
8
15
Colorado
1-0
14
3-1
Minnesota
5
5
13
Vancouver
6
9
1-0
Pacific Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
4-1
21
San Jose
8
3
16
Dallas
5
3-3
5
15
Phoenix
5
5
3-2
14
Anaheim
6
7
2-0
11
Los Angeles
4
8
1-2
Today's Games
Minnesota at Boston, 6 pm.
Atlanta at Buffalo, 6 p.m.
Carolina at Washington, 6 p.m.
N Y Rangers at N Y. Islanders, 6 p.m
Colorado at Ottawa, 6:30 pm.
Nashville at Montreal, 6:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Tampa Bay, 6:30 p.m.
Vancouver at St Louis, 7 p.m.
Calgary at Los Angeles, 9:30 p.m

Pitino's ultimatum
transforms Myles
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
common sight before Louisville
practices last season was 6-foot8 Ellis Myles haphazardly shooting 3-pointers, sometimes with an
untucked shirt and no shoes.
The Cardinals power forward
never attempted a 3-point shot in
a game last season and admits he
never worked hard on anything
last year. He would also often
snap back at coaches when they
criticized his play.
Myles still was Louisville's second-leading rebounder despite a
250-pound frame.
But when Rick Pitino was hired
as Louisville's coach in March,
he offered Myles a shape-up-orship-out ultimatum. The product
of Los Angeles' tough Compton
neighborhood suddenly faced a critical decision.
"I was kind, of slacking off.
He said I had to get my grades
up. And then we had a little meeting about my body, about how I
had to get my body in shape,"
Myles said. "I knew I wanted to
be here, because I like it here a
lot. I knew I had to change."
Myles shed 30 pounds over the
summer and shaped what was left
into hardened muscle.
"I never knew I could do it,
because I never really worked
hard. I'm happy I did it, because
I feel a lot better," Myles said.
"I feel really good about myself."

Last week, he demonstrated
some improved skills, too, scoring 15 points and pulling down
15 rebounds in Louisville's 81-63
exhibition win over EA Sports.
Pitino said Myles still has plenty of things to improve, starting
with "lazy feet- on defense.
His personality reversal, however, has Pitino thrilled.
"His attitude was awful," Pitino said. "I don't want to tell you
all the dirt in his closet. It wasn't the cleanest closet in the world,
and he had to clean it out a little bit.
"I take much more pride in
that than I do trying to improve
him as a basketball player. I've
just not allowed him to get away
with one single thing in life that
is, what I call, bad character."
Teammates have noticed the
change.
"He's been more focused. Last
year, he might've gotten into arguments or gotten distracted by what
the coaches said, not really using
constructive criticism the way he
was supposed to," senior co-captain Hajj Turner said. "This year,
he doesn't hang his head when
somebody yells at him or corrects
him. Everybody gets yelled at,
and he's starting to realize that."

TUSCALOOSA, Ala.(AP) — Alabama won Tide play host to Utah on Nov. 26 and face
20-plus games, spent much of the season in UCLA, Temple and Notre Dame in touma
the national rankings and had double-digit ments.
The biggest test will be finding a way to
wins over Mississippi and Kentucky.
It wasn't good enough for the NCAA tour- win on the road, where the Tiae lost seven
_
nament selection committee.
—times ill eight conference games. At one'point;
Alabama had dropped 20 of 21 road games.
"That's in the back of our
mind every day," All-SouthLast year's woes included an eight-minute
eastern Conference guard Rod
scoring drought against Mississippi State, givGrizzard said. "Whatever we
ing up 22 straight points late at Arkansas
do in practice, we always
and blowing a six-point lead in the final four
minutes to Vanderbilt.
say this is the one that will
get us to the tournament."
"That's all we talk about," guard Terrance
This could be the year.
Meade said. "That's probably the main concern on this team: Can we win on the road?"
With five starters returning,
the Tide are ranked 24th in
Forward Erwin Dudley, the centerpiece of
GOTTFRIED
the preseason.
a talented but thin front line, believes the
All five starters return, but athletic sixth Tide can go far — providing the players stop
man Gerald Wallace left for the NBA after fretting over last season's perceived snub.
one season and was a first-round pick of the
"Our goal is to make the NCAA and win,"
Sacramento Kings.
Dudley said. "I think we have the talent and
"The difference for us this year from the potential to win the whole thing this year.
previous two years is we have enough vet- We can't stay mad about not getting into the
eran players that if you walk into our prac- NCAA championship.
"It's a new season and we have to move
tice, it doesn't look like mass chaos," head
on if we want to win games."
coach Mark Gottfried said.
The Tide went 25-11 last season, losing
Alabama, which hasn't been to the NCAA
79-60 to Tulsa in the NIT championship game. tournament since 1995, is the preseason pick
A weak nonconference schedule, road strug- to win the Western Division.
Grizzard and Dudley are two of the biggest
gles and a second-round exit in the Southeastern Conference tournament kept them out reasons for that.
The 6-foot-8 Grizzard finished second in
of the NCAA field after spending 14 straight
the league in scoring with 17 points per
weeks in the rankings.
Gottfried has taken care of the weak non- game. Dudley was the SEC's top rebounder,
conference schedule at least. The Crimson averaging a double-double with 14.4 points

Galarraga, Tapani
among 12 latest to
file for free agency

Pro Rodeo Equipment, Western
Wear, Tack, Trailers, Nutrena Feed
Line Rd. W.
Hwy.893 West
Hazel, KY 42049
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and 10.0 boards per garlic.
Also back are guards Terrance Meade (10.8
ppg) and Travis Stinnettt (6.9 ppg) and center Kenny Walker (6.7 ppg).
Stinnett was the team's most accurate 3point threat but will face a challenge for the
point guard from freshman Maurice Williams.
The McDonald's All-American has made
an instant impression on his new coaches and
teammates. The 6-foot-3 Williams could bolster the Tide's shakiest position of last year,
with Tank London, Antoine Pettway and Stinnett splitting duties with mixed results.
"He was born to play, and he's a scoring
point guard," Gottfried said. "He understands
how to get everybody involved, and he's not
afraid to pass."
Added Meade: "He's an all-around point
guard. He's a very defensive player and that's
the key thing we've been missing."
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IN FREE ACCESSORIES / APPAREL
When You Buy Select Yamaha S ort ATV's

STATE LINE
WESTERN
ORLD,INC.

Town & Country Motorsports
1915 State Route 94 E
Murray, KY 42071

HAZEL

dation Light

—

I

270-753-8078

1'1HIS

Bus: 270-492-6144
Fax: 270-492-6248
www.statelinewesternworld.com

40,4'N•441.7."

2001 ALABAMA CRIMSON TIDE
Last season: 25-11, 8-8 SEC (third in West).
Coach: Mark Gottfried, 123-86 await, 7th year: 55-42
school, 4th year.
Key returnees: F Erwin Dudley (14.4 ppg, 10.0 rpg): G
Rog Grizzard (17,0 ppg); 0 Terrance Meade (10.8 ppg);
G Travis Stinnett 16.8 ppg); C Kanny Welke (877 ppg).
Key losses: F Gerald Wallace (98 ppg. 6.0 rpg): G Doc
Martin (5.4 ppg).
Outlook: If Tide can have some success on the rood
and overcome thin front line, the team should make fast
NCAA tournament trip since 1995. Dudley and Grizzard
compose one of league's top tandems and have improved
each season but need PG to get them the bat
Schedule: A beefed-up nonconference schedule should
get points from NCAA tournament selectiOn committee. ,
Games include Utah (Nov 26), UCLA (Dec. 8), Temple
(Dec. 18), Notre Rime (Dec. 27).
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Larry & Lynda lard

Barry Ward I

MSU COMBO
Burger,

1/3 Lb.
American & Swiss Cheese.
Shredded Lettuce, Pickle. Tomato,
Curly Fries & IBC Rootbeer

rep, i:'s that special time of year agam And now we've got an exciting offer
that's guaranteed to turn your holiday roost into a feast with all the
trimmings. Simply buy any new 2002 or new prior year Raptor 660R,
Warrior, Banshee or Blaster AN from October 19th through December 31st,
2001, and receive $300 in free accessories
and/or apparel. Accessory offer subject to
dealer participation. See dealer for details.

YAMAHA

art rm w.),ems pogo,ter Mr AN ^a aaa S hewet no orothrta,drat-shaded ahrt WI amt. pens ad 1.13
Show a approved,
ATVs ea,&lee sizes at 90co e (mater le ncodanteded kr use ahr la Mese age Sand obr Yamaha recommends that ad ATV gars ad.,t
appraved traoma:WV for ATV safely and !Tarlac an qa,r aaa se sail the AIN Saws tastzde at I SOC in: 288 ATVs cad be hazardous to
de on relax lads Nom cans assertgars rine, neap 1r hat 'rand Ram ad
operate I., our safely 0,10,11/3 dead pared stew. Max,
alc000ddr4s dor., as had wawa Wad Ind be paa.ulidh carttul on t,tjnyfarra, vanaha ahd ,hre Matorzak Safety ,sendatron also
mann/nem
+or
the
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encodrade sou to rat rater and respect
"In', decocted se a closed cora Fiord. nalllielationaroal au, call 1-1100-111-911111A swat oar estate at worapeale-raoter are

'4.99
1510 Chestnut St.(Five Points)• 759-3663

Beasley
Antenna
Satellite

MAYFIELD, Ky. — Fans of the Murray High football team are invited to
attend the Mayfield High School Booster Club's $10 fish dinner Friday at 6
p.m. at War Memorial Stadium prior
to the 7.30 p.m, second-round Class
A playoff game between the First District rivals_

Photographs, computer disks and
other information provided to The Murray Ledger & Times sports department
may be picked up following publication at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
For more information, call Mike
Ohstrom at 753-1916 ext 23

that would have increased to
$500,000 if he had made five
additional plate appearances.
San Francisco also declined its
option on pitcher Mark Gardner.
Tapani has filed after the Cubs
declined to exercise his $6.5 million option, triggering a $500,000
buyout.
Arizona turned down a $2.15
million option on Springer. who
gets a $450,000 buyout.
Pedro Astacio's $9 million
option was declined by the Houston Astros, who elected to pay
a $1 million buyout after acquiring the pitcher in a mid-season
trade from Colorado.
Houston also declined a $2.5
million option on Doug Brocail,
another right-handed pitcher.
Eligible 'players may file
through Nov. 20.

STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD,INC.

SportsBriefs

Calloway County Boys' Basketball
Little League signups have been extended and will be held Saturday and Nov.
17 from 8-10 a.m. at Calloway County High School's Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The league is for boys in grades
3-8 in the Calloway County School
District The entry fee of $50 per player includes a league T-shirt there will
be a discount for siblings
For more information, call the CCHS
basketball office at 762-7374 ext 109

on NCAA

'Barna sets si

NEW YORK (AP) — San
Francisco first baseman Andres
Galarraga and Chicago Cubs pitcher Kevin Tapani were among the
12 players who filed for free
agency Wednesday.
Of the 161 players potentially eligible, 138 filed in the first
three days of the 15-day filing
period. It appears players rushed
to file before the expiration of
baseball's labor agreement at midnight EST Wednesday.
Also among those filing were
Chicago White Sox pitcher Cal
Eldred, third baseman David Bell
and catcher Pat Borders of the
Seattle Mariners, and pitcher Russ
Springer of the World Series
champion Arizona Diamondbacks.
Galarraga filed after the Giants
declined a $7 million option with
a $250,000 buyout — an amount
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500 N. 4th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270) 759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free

With DISH Network, feast on
over 100 digital channels and free
installation for only $9 a month*.
liNt purchase any state-of-the-an DISH Network satellite
TV system Yalued at 5199 or more and subscnhe to
America's Top 100 programming package You'll get a Lreclit
on your hill for $21 99 per month for 12 months At our
current America's Top100 price of $Y)99. you'll pay only 59
month* for over 100 digital channels' Plus. with fret: Basic
Professional Installation la $199 value I you'll save S462

Over 100 of America's
Top Channels

1801 Bell Avenue
Paris, TN 38242
(731)642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

Works s Too IOC poTarnremo
package oceans Mennen sure at
Elemovery Charnel, TNT ESPN CNN LISA
Network Cartoon Network 44E Donee
Channel, MAC,IRS Sumrstabon. Lifetime,
FOX Sports Net wO mans or*,Nvontes
6 *hi Dams*
IS Ferny Channel'
12 Neerwtreo Chennen
S Mom Chew**
11 Wrath Garnets
• Dunning

4 Video Musa C,a-wi,
2 Smoot, Channels
II CorrenerowFwa
Mak Mac Chme,,
12 Pubic Internet
Chemins

*Price changes to Amenca's Top 100 proerzmming package ail] affect monthly price 1521 99 credit continues for 11 full months
lo shanr Omit notice Loral and ',Ulf sAk., latt,ma) apply All DISH %el. progrdnusans, and any 0111f •.cr
Offer end, I/11/02 All prices. packages and prt)gramming
rinornin,
ns .rppl) to DISH New,
yes !hal are provided, are subject in the terms and conditions of the Re,niential Cu.somer Agreement. whad) is 3,11111Jbla \OMNI froVes1 S.&a,th
••
•
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GAS
TRIMMER
•it

$14995

GAS
BLOWER
BG55

14995
CHAIN SAW
7

159
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
Chestnut Street • Murray, KY • 12701 753-2571
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
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FOOTBALL
Murray, Mayfield meet again
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
The 14th-ranked Murray High football team will
look to play a little role reversal as the 9-2 Tigers head
into the second round of the Kentucky Class A state
playoffs as one of four No. 3 seeds left among the 16
remaining squads in the postseason.
A 49-0 winner at home Sept. 28 over Hancock
County. Murray visited the Second District fanner-up—
Hornets Frida in HaWesville. The hosts drew a 7-7
stalemate at halftime before MHS could rattle off 20
straight points and defeat Hancock (5-6) 34-13. behind
iwo Blake Hoover touchdown passes and a pair of
Anthony Cogdell TD runs.
o s eeks after their regular-season victory over
on-a. N. die Ticeivwere treated to a- ructe awakent
ng courtes\ of a N1ii field team that scored 14 points
off a blocked punt and an interception in a_ span of 3:36 in the first quarter en route to a 48-0 win over
rival Muria\ Oct. 12 at Ty Holland Stadium.
Now Murra must follow Hancock County's game
plan when the Tigers stage their rematch with the
third-ranked First District champion Cardinals 6-5)
Friday at 7:30 p.m. at Mavfield's War Memorial

The 5-11, 210-pound Morris, originally a defensive end who was moved to linebacker, has settled
into a rotation between defensive tackle and nose
guard in recent weeks and used his quickness to collect a team-best six tackles Friday.
"We were really tickled with the way Matt
played," Fisher said. "He hasn't played that position
much, but he has an ability to get to the football, and
he was our leading tackler and our Defensive
Lineman of the Week."
The Tiger defense also got a boost as senior linebacker Jon Hedges returned to the fold after missing
two games with a sprained ankle.
This week, Hedges will make his way back into
the mix on the offensive side of the ball at fullback
and as the right halfback when Murray operates out of
a 'T' formation.
Fisher explained that the recovery schedule for
Hedges, along with the win at Hancock, combined to
help the bruising rusher re-enter the lineup at almost
full strength for the Mayfield contest.
"With Jon, we just wanted to go slow and play him
only on defense so he could get back in the flow of
the game," Fisher said. "If the (Hancock) game had
slipped away, we would've had to use him on offense,
but we wanted to protect him and we've bought him
another week."
Hedges' return makes senior Jason Rhone a backup at both tailback for Cogdell — MHS'starting left
cornerback — and halfback for Hedges, but Rhone
brought back his second kickoff return for a TD in
three weeks for the final points versus the Hornets.

•'
hole ke\ to our success is how we start; we
tia‘ e ii pla\ well early against Mayfield,- said
\F:rra \ head coach Rick Fisher. "If we've made a
oi d h\ the end of the first half, then we have a
e re out of it. then we're in for a long
..Lhaiicc. hut i
"
Fisher '.\otild like nothing more than to recapture

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger & Times photo

HEAD HIM OFF AT THE PASS...Murray High senior strong safety Jason Rhone (10) chases down
Hancock County fullback Reggie Williams while MHS senior linebacker Tracy Ballard pursues from
behind during the Tigers' 34-13 playoff-opening win over the Hornets Friday in Hawesville.

114i4m2I

the magic of the Tigers' 7-0 regional semifinal victory blocked and scooped up Jonathon Jacobsen's punt.
over Mayfield in 1997. which led to MHS' First Region
"I thought(the Hornets) played well, and we knew they
championship run a week later with a \\ in at Fulton would — they were a much better team than they showed
County.
us in the regular season,- said Fisher, who wanted more of
To match that performance,
a push from his experienced
however, Murray will need to
offensive lin* in the second
avoid the mistakes that proved
period.
costly in Week 8 and give its
"The key to playoff football
defense a chance to run downis playing well early, and
hill against the Cardinal
(Hancock's defense) took it to
offense.
us in the second quarter. But
. Mayfield's win four weeks
they had a lot of people playing
ago was sparked by Michael
both ways and we eventually
Dawson's block and recovery
wore them down; we chalof a Gary Crass punt in the end
lenged our seniors to step up
zone and a Justin Tyler intertheir game. and we played with
ception of Hoover that was
a little more intensity in the
returned to the Tiger 13-yard
second half."
line, which set up Darrien
Meanwhile, Fisher knows
Parrott's 2-yard touchdown
his troops cannot afford any
run.
similar offensive woes against
"The last time, they beat us
Mayfield, which allowed
on the short side of the field,
Murray just one score in last
and you're not going to beat
year's two meetings: a Cogdell
Mayfield by doing that," said
interception return off
a
Fisher. whose '97 club brought
deflection by defensive tackle
back the opening kickoff for a
Chase Lambert in the Tigers' 7TD and then got defensive in
6 regular-season loss.
ousting the Cards.
"We've struggled offensive"We made them play on a long field
ly against (the Cards) the last few
MURRAY TIGERS
and drive 80 yards for a touchdown Murray
118 66 8956-329 years,- said Fisher, impressed by
instead of 30, and that was the differ- Opponents
46 35 40 24-145 Mayfield's 5-3 defense that helped the
ence (in '97). The punt was a weapon
Cardinals outgain Murray 323-194 in
MHS
Opp.
for us — we would 'go three-and-out, 459
Rushes
366 total yards Oct. 12 and pitched a56-0
but Shane Andrus would punt it and 2,450
Rushing Yards
1.335 home shutout Friday over Second
44-115-9
Passing
we'd get field position."
68-203-7 District No. 4 seed McLean County(IPassing Yards
1,283
Crass' punting — two punts inside 564
10) Friday. The playoff opener was
3,014
Total Yards
2,618
the 10 — and the Murray defense gave
Mayfield's fourth straight win since a 2the Tigers ample opportunity to overIndividual Statistics
5 start.
whelm a Hancock County team whose Rushing - Anthony Cogdell 200-1,387 20TD,
"You can't break a long one against
Jon Hedges 92-537 4T0, Jason Rhone 34gritty play almost made up for a lack of 256
them
because they have so much speed,
4TD. Steven Rutledge 31-140 310,
depth. However. MHS was unable to Anthony Schneider 14-77 TO, Mario but you can't trick them or finesse them,
cash in on three seconthquarter posses- Lawrence 10-22, Adam French 6-17, Seth either. Our goal is to get 4 yards at a
Darnell 16-9, Vannick Jones 9-12, Taylor
sions that began in Hornet territory.
time and see what happens rather than
Houston 4-10, Lorne Stanfa 1-7, Geremy
Murray finally gained some separa- Harper 1-2,
Justin McDowell 1-(-1), Brandon try to score on every play; they're so
tion from Hancock when Cogdell Wells 1-(-3), Alex Boles 5-1-13). Blake Hoover sound and they rarely beat themselves,
scored from 24 yards out after Jordan 34-(-19).
so we have to get great effort.- Hoover 36-95-6 451 aTD. Alex
Morris muffed .a fair :Catch: of a Crass - Passing
- The Tigers received exactly that
Boles 5-10-2 57, French 1-1-0 30, Rutledge 0punt on the first series of the second half 1-0 0, Cogdell 0-1.10
from senior Matt Morris Friday at
and eric Christenson recovered the Receiving - Nathan Williams 19-262 4TD, Hancock County as the Murray defense
Lawrence 8-104. Hedges 4-23, Rhone 3-67
loose ball.
held the Hornets to 34 yards rushing.
TO, Stanfa 2-30 ID.
2-29. Quinton Hall
Cogdell found paydirt from the 4 a 1-20 Cogdell 1-16.Wells
Schneider 1-12. Matt Hancock's points came on Jason Deck
mere 1:59 later after Nathan Williams Kelleher 1-10, Jones 1-3. Rutledge 1+2)
TD passes of 81 and 75 yards.

Murray High
vs. Mayfield

1.300 Johnson Blvd.
759-8780

EVERYDAY SPECIAL
New Releases

3,or$7.50
2 Night Rental
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714 N. 12th St.• JCPenney Shopping Ctr.• 753-7670
Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-11 p.m. • Fri. & SaL 10 am.-Midnight

ATTENTION SPORTS FANS
Create A Scrapbook For
Your Favorite Athlete
In Our Scrapbooking Patch
Sports. Travel.

Also Shop

Wedding &
Baby Scrapbooking Supplies
& Much. Much More!
With Us For Al! Your Home Decor Needs

COURT SQUARE • MURRAY
753-0859

Friday, Nov. 9
7:30 p.m.
War Memorial Stadium
Mayfield, Ky.

No. 14 Tigers 9-2
(2-2 Class A First Distri
No. 3 Cardinals 6-5
(4-0 Class A First Distri
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*Damage Free Towing
•Local & Long Distance
'Jump Starts'Gas Delivery
'Fiat Changes

753-5562

*Fast Dependable
Service
*Junk Cars Towed Free
*Cash For Some
*Abandoned Vehicles
Towed
'Contract Towing

Hwy. 121 S., Murray, KY
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Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
753-5273 • 701 Main Street

Our favorite tradition is serving hearty. homestyle mealsrat
affordable prices. You'll enjoy large portions, friendly make,
a mimed atmosphere and all of your traditional favorites
prepared to perfection.

For all your awards &
engraving needs.
We also carry letter jackets

MERCURY
LINCOLN

GO TIGERS!

THE TROPHY CASE
Engravable & Sterling Silver
Wedding Gifts & Accessories

Plate Lunches, Fried Catfish, Steaks
Best
& Homemade Bean Rolls & More
of
4001flos4 e.g.'• etz,44.s Avia414
Luck
Tigers!

"yOUR SOCCER HEADQ(/ARTERS"
966 Chestnut St., Murray (Next to Pagliai's)
Store Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
& Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. • 753-8844
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MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Electric Power & Telecommunications

Game of The Week:
MHS vs. Mayfield

Rudy's

SEE THE GAME ON MB CABLE
Channel 15
Saturdays at 10:00 a.m.
Tuesdays at 6:00 p.m.

Court Square • Murray • 753-1632

Don't have MES Cable yet?
Call 753-5312 for free Installation
NO HASSLES
NO CONTRACTS
NO GIMMICKS

Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 5 a.m.-2 p.m. • Fri. Nights 4 p.m. - S p.m.

(

